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Abstract

ABSTRACT
Vacancy-type defects in the four main types of diamond (Ia, Ib, IIa and IIb) were
investigated using positron lifetime, Doppler broadening and optical absorption
spectroscopies. In unirradiated sarnples vacancy clusters were found in al1 types,
synthetic as well as natural. These clusters are situated in highly defected regions, rather
than homogeneously distributed, and their concentration varies significantly from sample

to sample. For synthetic Tt, diamonds vacancy clusters were investigated as a function of

+

nitrogen content. The bulk positron lifetime for diamond is calculated to be 98 2 ps and
the bulk Doppler S parameter is estimated to be 25% lower than that for silicon. Electron
irradiation (2.3 MeV) produced neutral monovacancies in IIa diamond and the positron
data correlated well, as a function of dose, with the GR1 optical zero-phonon line (the
optical absorption at 740nm arise fiom neutral monovacancies in diarnond); the
introduction rate was estimated to be 0.5 k 0.2 cm-'. In Ib diamond monovacancies were
found to be negatively charged whereas they were neutral in IIa diamonds. The positron
lifetime for monovacancies was (40 t 6)% larger than the bulk lifetime and the Doppler S

parameter increased by (8

+ 1)%. At-temperature Doppler measurements between 30 and

770 K indicated that irradiation-produced neutral monovacancies can convert to the
negatively charged state above 400 K but this was dependent on diamond type.
Isochronal annealing of irradiated Ib diarnonds showed that the complex of a
substitutional nitrogen and a vacancy, formed upon annealing close to 6 0 0 ° c , undergoes
two detectable modifications between 600 and 870 OC

reaching a configuration stable to

1 170 OC . Key conclusions based on positron and optical data are in mutual accord.

Abstract
We have developed a simplified model for the trapping of positrons by negativefy
charged vacancies. By solving the diflerential equatiow pertaining to the population of

positron states, expressions for the experimentally observabIe positron parameters
(lifetimes, their intensities and the Doppler broadening parameter S) were obtained. We
show that the temperature dependencies of the positron parameters are markedly
influenced by the ratio between the trapping rate fiom the delocalized state to the vacancy
and that fiom the Rydberg-like state to the vacancy, and iliustrate the usefùhess of the

model in the case of Doppler broadening data for diarnond.
Based on results obtained from photon-modulated positron annihilation
experiments (lifetime and Doppler broadening) it is found that the O/-electronic level for
isolated monovacancies in diarnond is situated at 2.85 i 0.15 eV above the valence band
edge, i.e. essentially in the middle of the band gap. The dependency on photon flux of the

conversion of neutral vacancies to negative vacancies can be explained by a model,
which takes into account charging and decharging, by photons as well as that occurring
due to the positrons.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Chapter One

1.1 Introduction:

Diamond is famous for its beauty as a gem. It is composed o f one of the
cornmonest substances on earth, ordinary carbon, and is the hardest material man has
ever discovered and the purest that occurs in Nature. The unique hardness today plays a
formidable part in modem industrial technology. From a physical point of view diamond
has the strongest bonds and highest atomic density leading to unique physical properties.
Diarnonds have attracted man's attention for thousands of years. As early as about
800 B.C. diamonds were known in hdia. In fact, cut diamonds were produced only in

India until the b e g i ~ i n gof the eighteenth century. All diamonds were found in the
alluvial gravels or conglomerates of active or dried-up rivers until about a century ago
when they were discovered in great rock pipes that penetrated deeply into the earth. This
rock is called Kimberlite as nameci after its discoverer. Diamonds are closely associateci
with the kimberlite rock, but are actually not attached to it. Today it is believed that

kimberlite is a source rock for diamonds. It brings diamonds fiom the earth's upper
mantle (at least 150 km thick) to its surface. The relationship of diamond to these
voIcanic rocks (kimberlites) and, in particular, to the sarnples of upper mantle rocks and
minerals that kimberlite contains, are now major and continuing research projects aimed
at understanding the geological processes operating in the earth's upper mantle. For
detailed information about diamond genesis and growth and occurrences in
environments, refer to [ 1,2].
It is still not certain how diarnonds originated [3]; however, one o f the current
theories is that diamonds were formed in the earth's mantle at depths of not less than 15

Cha~terOne
kilometers. The material of the mantle is called peridotite and eclogite. Diamond genesis

and growth occurs p ~ c i p a i l yin the molten peridotite and eclogite at a wide range of
pressures and temperatures between about 3 x 10' kilogram-forces per square meter at

700 O C, and 9 x 10' kilogram-forces per square meter at 2,500

OC.

These conditions rnust

have been remained stabIe for long enough to allow for the crystallization of diamonds
and for the migration of nitrogen atorns in the aystals, because the majority of al1 natural
diamonds contain nitrogen in various forms. Meanwhile a pressure of carbon dioxide in
the Earth's mantle gradually built up, eventually driving the diamond and molten magma

(peridotite) to the surface. In this process the molten peridotite became altered by
chemical change and aiso picked up many other rocks and minerais. to become
kimberlite. M e r reaching the earth's surface, erosion releases diamonds into adjacent
river systems, which is the reason why diamond depositions are found within these nvers
or aIong shorelines where rivers meet the sea.
Since the t u .of the lgh century it was known that diamond could be convened
into gaphite and many atternpts have been made to synthesize diamond from various
forms of carbon with other structures. A Swedish Company under the direction of B-von

Platen achieved the first success in 1953. It is now known that diamond may be
synthesized both at hi& pressure in the diamond stable region of the carbon phase
diagarn or at 1ow pressure in the graphite stable field of the phase diagram, using a host
of chemical and physical vapour deposition techniques [314].The trick is here to remove
graphite b y etching it away by means of hydrogen so leaving behind only the diamonds.

A great number of studies of diamond have been carried out because of its
excellent optical and electrical properties, such as high themal conductivity, wide

Chapter One
range of optical transparency, hi& tensile strengh and absence of plastic flow at high

temperatures, etc. The feasibility of using these properties for electronic device
applications is in many cases limited by defects and impurities, which in the last decade

or two has sparked renewed interest in the fundamentais of defects in diamond. The main
problem for using diamonds as electronic devices is that n-type diamonds to date have

not been made, only p-type, and that curtails the possibility for making p-n junctions.
The positron annihilation technique is regarded as a powerful means of studying defects
in metals and semiconductors. The work presented in this thesis will concentrate on
using positron iifetime, Doppler broadening and opticaI absorption spectroscopies.

1.2 Positron Annihilation:

Positrons are the anti-particles of the ubiquitous electrons in this world. Their

existence was first predicted by Dirac in 1926 when he tried to explain the negative
energy solutions of the Klein-Gordon relativistic quantum mechanical equations [5,6].
Six years 1 ater Anderson veri fied experimentally Dirac's postulation using the Wilson

cloud chamber [7]. In the presence of strong magnetic fields, the tracks of positively
charged particles with a mass equd to the electron mass was found. Soon after Blackett
and Occhialini [8]confimed the observations of Anderson. Positron and electron has the

same rest mass (9.01095 x 1 O-" kg ) and spin

(4),

but opposite charge ( 1 -6x 10-19

coulomb) and magnetic moment.

In 1934 Thibaud [9] showed that when a positron annihilates with an electron

y-rays are emitted ( one, two, three ). In condensed matter, almost dl positrons annihilate
with electrons by mission of two gamma-quanta, each with a nominal energy of 0.5 11
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MeV corresponding to the rest-mass energy of a positron. Obviously this is a relativistic

process where the masses are converted into energy. Later, Klemperer [ 1O] demonstrated
that the two gamma-rays emerging tiom the annihilation site are in coincidence and in

essentially opposite directions. The y-rays are modified, however, by the momenturn and
energy distributions of the electrons in the materials, in the sense that small deviations

from 0.5 1 1 MeV occur due to Doppler shifi as well as small deviations kom colinearity.
In 1951, Deutsch demonstrated the existence of positronium, the bound state

between a positron and an electron [1 1,121. During the 1950's scientists studied the
structure and properties of positrons and positronium atoms. In the early 1960's they
started to apply positrons for the study of condensed matter and diswvered positron
trapping at vacancies. The experïmental and theoretical basis of the positron spectroscopy
of defects in metals was developed in the 1970's, parallel with chernical applications.

From the 1980's interest in semiconductor applications started gradually to &se, and
especially the development of low-energy positron beams opened the avenue for defect
studies in surface layers and interfaces which have g owing importance in semiconductor

applications.
The positron technique has many advantages in the study of matenals. It provides
a nondestructive method and there is no need for special sample preparation. It may apply

to in-situ studies, e.g., on dynamic phenornena at elevated temperatures [Z]. Positron
annihilation allows us to study vacancy-type defects in crystal, provided the positrons are
trapped by the vacancies, a craveat of particular importance in semiconductors.

Variations of the vacancy concentrations are accessible in a "concentration window"
that extends

roughly between IO-' and 10

in atomic units. Apart from muon spin
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relaxation under very special conditions [14] no other technique has a similar sensitivity
to low vacancy concentrations. Today positron annihilation has become an indispensible

tool for defect studies.

Chapter Two

CHAPTER TWO
LNTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Chapter Two
2.1 Introduction to experimental techniques:

The positron annihilation method is successfully used to study vacancy-like
defects such as vacancies, vacancy clusters, voids, and possibly dislocations. Relahvely
small defect concentrations of only a few parts per million can cause a significant Fraction

of positrons to annihilate f?om defect states, and therefore cause measurable changes in
the annihilation characteristics as shown in Fig 2.1.

i

SOURCE

f

BIRTH

DOPPLER BROADENING
(ELECTRONMOMENTtTPUI)
DEATH

-

-

yray )/

LIFETIME
f (IELECTRON DENS

SPECIMEN

1

DEATH
f
f (OSllMeVyray)

I

ANGULAR CORRELATION
(ELECiRON MOMENTUM)

Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of three methods of positron annihiiation
measurement, Doppler broadening, lifetime, and anguIar correlation.

Annihilation rneasurements are baseci mainly on the following three methods of
positron spectroscopy: the positron lifetirne, anguia. correlation of annihilation radiation

and Doppler broadening profiles. The work presented in this thesis deals only with the
use of positron lifetime and Doppler broadening. Positron Iifetime gives information
about the electron density by rneasuring the time elapsed from the emission of the birth

y r a y to the death yray. Doppler broadening gives information about electron momenta
by rneasuring the energy shift relative to the nominal value of 0.5 1 1 MeV. The angular
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correlation technique detemines the deviation from the nominal colinearity between the
two death y-rays, but is essentially only a high-resolution f o m of Doppler broadening

measurements.
Fourier transform infrard spectroscop y and optical absorption measurernents in
the ultraviolet-visible-near-infiared range are used for the characterization of the

diamonds. This chapter gives a general overview of these methods and some of the
background knowiedge.

2.2. Positron Source and Source Correction:
The positron source used in al1 of our experiments is the

of

" NaCl).

" Na isotope (in the form

It has a half-life of 2.6 years. Its decay scheme is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. Decay scheme for

'2

NO.

A small fraction ( a2%) of positrons will annihilate in the foi1 encapsulating the
71

NaCl source material (to prevent contamination of the simples) and also in the source

'-

material itself, contnbuting additional lifetimes to the measured spectrum. These
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additional lifetimes are very difficult to cietennine so to minimize these contributions, the

choice of the encapsulating material as well as the technique of depositing the source
material is very important. The positron source preparation is done by evaporating a few
17

micro curies of aqueous solution -NaCl deposited on a very thin alurninum foil (around
0.8 pm thick) wrapped as a square envelope of approximately 5 x 5 mm2 around the

source. For the purpose of our experiments, the strength of the sources was between 10 to
19 pCi. To minimize source contributions we have developed a new technique in which
the original aqueous "NaCl solution is first dned out completely in the supplied via1

having a conically shaped bottom. Then, using a micro-pipet, 4-5 microliters of water is
added to f o m a highly concentrateci solution. Finally a micro syringe t&es the solution

depositing it on the source envelope material. Uniaily one drop produces a 5 pCi source.
If two or more drops are needed to fonn a stronger source, it is necessary that each drop
need to dry separately. The dried drops form an evenly distributed layer of

"NaCl with a

diameter of less than 1 mm. This source preparation technique removes the usual ringlike
build-up of source materiai and also rernoves a long-lived positron Iifetime kom the

spectxum which is known to affect numencal analyses. Minimizing the thickness of the
Al foil is in order to minimize the fiaction of positrons annihilation in the encapsulating

envelope. With the improvements in source preparation technique the extraneous source
contribution is onIy 2% and, importantly, the cumbersome long lived source contribution
has been removed.

Since the contributions of the foil to the S parameter are within the uncertainty of
the measurement, source correction is superfiuous for Doppler broadening spectra.

However, it is important to quanti@ the source contribution to the lifetime specmim,
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because the analysis of lifetirne spectra involves numerical fitting of exponentials. in
theory one can estimate the fraction of positrons annihilating in the foil by considering

the exponential implantation profile of positrons emitted fiom a

P

+

source and multiple

backscatter from the sample back into the foil. In the experiment, one can detennine it by
measuring the lifetime spectrum of a stack of foils thick enough to stop ail positrons. The

aluminum foils used in our experiment result in a lifetime of 250 ps, with a relative
intensity of 1.5 %. Such a low source contribution has light, if any, effect on the positron
lifetime analyses as checked by analyzing a experimental spectra using different
assumptions for the source contribution (0%

- 5%).

2.3. Doppler Broadening:

Figure 2.3. The vector diagram of the momenturn conservation in the &'annihilation Frocess. P is the total momentum~ subscnpts L and T refer to
lon_oitudinalaiici tramverse cornponents.respectively.

The positron-electron annihilation emits 2 yquanta. In their center-of-mass fhme

the two photons are moving sîrictly ùito opposite directions, with the energy being

,'

exactly m c = 5 1 1 KeV. Because of the non-zero momentum of the etectron-positron
pair (due largely to the momentum of the electron) the photons deviate fiom colinearity
in the laboratory fiame. As illustrated in Figure 2.3 the deviation of the gamma-rays fiom

colinearity is

where

PT is the momentum component of the annihilation pair nomai to the photon

emission direction.
The motion of the electron-positron pair also causes a Doppler shift in the energy

of the emitted photons measured in the laboratory system. The fkequency shifi is

where

VL is the longitudinal velocity component of the pair in the direction of the

annihilation gamma emission and c is the speed of light. Obviously we have

Since the energy of a photon is proportional to its frequency v , we have

Then we get the Doppler energy shifi:

Since the rnornentum of the thermalized positrons is almost zero, PL almost
equals the momentwn o f electrons. Thus the line shape o f the annihilation radiation
reflectc the momentum distribution of electrons in the sample.

Doppler Broadcning Specmm
a

Annihilation
Gamma Rays
#

Samplc / Source

Hi& Resolution

Sanawich

Figrire 2.4. Typical Doppler-broading scnernatic setup.

Those small energy changes AE ( in the order of a few KeV

J

can be measured

by a hi&-purity Ge detector. Figure 2.4 shows a typical Doppler-broading schematic

setup. The full width at half maximum ( FWHM ) of the resolution function of a Gedetector at 5 l 1 KeV is typically 1.2 KeV, which is considerable compared to the typical

electron momenta of the order of 10 KeV, so Doppler broadening experiments c m not
yield detailed information.

2.3.1. Spectrum analysis:
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A

Doppler broadened spectnun consists of two basic contributions, one arising

from valence electrons and one fiom core electrons. The latter contribution is relatively
weak since the positron wavefimction peneü-ates little into the core region, but these high-

momentum core electrons give nse to a much wider distribution than the valence

electrons. Analysis of the Doppler broedening data in the energy spectrum is nomally
quantified by the so-called

"

S parameter " as introduced by Mackenzie et al [ 15 1. This

parameter is defined by the ratio of the counts between the central area of the annihilation
5 1 1 keV peak, usually within the energy range 51 1f 0.7 keV ( see figure 2.5 ), to the

total area in the peak within the range 51 1 f 5.0 keV. In the same way, the wing
parameter, W, is defined as the ratio of counts in the two wing regions of the peak to the
total counts in the peak ( see figure 2.5 ).

Figure 2.5. Corresponding Doppler broadened spectnim. The S parameter is
defined as the ratio between the counts in the S region (5 1 1 f 0.7 keV) and that in
whole spectnim (51 1 5.0 keV). The W parameter is defined similarly but using
the nvo regions marked by the W's (506.0-507.7 keV and 514.3-516.0 keV).
Background has ~ e e subtracted
n
from the spectnim.

+
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It can be seen that the very definition of S and W they concentrate on the valence

(low momentum) and core electron momenta, respectively. Since the S, W pararneter
energy windows are arbitrary, these parameters are not directly comparable between
different measuring systems. The " window " of energy for S is usually chcron so that S
= 0.5 [ 16 ] in order to rninimize the uncertainty in the measurernent. The ensuing srnail

uncertainty in the S parameter makes it sensitive to minute changes. To facilitate
cornparisons between experimental results, it is usual to quote relative values. such as
S, /SB and

WD/WB , where SB, W B refers to the bulk and S, , WD to the defects.

These relative values are surprisingly independent the chosen energy windows.
The line shape parameters S, W have values characteristic for each material

depending on the electron-momentum distribution. When posiîrons annihilate in the bulk
state, the amount of broadening depends on the average electron momentum in the bulk

of the sample. When positrons are trapped, the lineshape is altered by the trapping defect.
In a trapped state such as an open volume defect, the positron wavefunction is localised
and has more overlap with the valence electrons of the atoms surrounding the defect than

with the core electrons. Since valence electrons have lower momentum than

tore

electrons, this leads to a n m w e r annihilation peak; n i u s we may observe a larger S
pararneter than in a sample without defects. On the other hand, core electrons have
momentum values that are mainiy reflected by the W parameter. Therefore, the S and W
paramet ers represent predorninantl y the contribution for annihilation with the valence and

core electrons. The W and S parameters roughly show opposite behavior, Le. an increase

in W is accompanied by a decrease in S.
In the case of only one defect state the S and W parameters can be expressed as
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s=(l-f)s,+&,
and

w=(l-f)wB

( 2-6 )

( 2.7 )

where B denotes the bulk state and D the defect state and f is the fraction of positron
annihilating in the defect This fiaction is given by the expression
K

f = A, + K

( 2.8 )

Here x is the trapping rate (see section 3.5) and RB is the annihilation rate in the bulk
state. Equations ( 2.6 and 2.7 ) can be rearranged to give

and
As stated above, it is pertinent to report only on relative values, so equations ( 2.9

and

1.10 ) are usefûl f o m s for calculating the defect specific values of

( FV,/?VB )

S,/SB

provided f is known. It is important to note that Doppler data do not provide

for the determination of

'y", which requires the independent information tiom lifetime

measurements.

2.4. Positron Lifetime Spectroscopy:

Positron lifetime spectroscopy is a more p o w e f i analytical technique than

Doppler broadening. Several experimental parameters c m be extracted fkom a lifetime
spectrum, and in many cases we can caiculate directly ail relevant physical parameters

using the trapphg mode1 (see 3.5). Therefore, lifetime measurernent can identiQ defects
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and their concentrations, but this cornes with a pnce, namely complexity of analysis,

which is a definite drawback.
The lifetime of an individual positron is defined as the difference in time between
the zero-time ( start ) of an lifetime measurement and the annihilation event ( stop ); it is

to a very good approximation equai to the time that the positron spent in the sample. The
entirety of the positron lifetimes registered during a run constitutes the Iifetime spectnun.

In the lifetime measurements the positron "death" signals ( i-e. stop signal ) are provided
by the 5 1 1 KeV y-quanta generated by the electron-positron annihilation, but the "birth"

signals ( i.e. start signal ) may be obtained by two methods. The first meihod is the socalled

P+y-technique,

where the passage of the positron through a scintillation counter

located between the positron source and the sample is registered. The second method is
the so-called ptechnique. It uses a "prompt" w u a n t a (the 1.28 MeV photons from
77

-- Na in our case) ernitted from the positron source simultaneously with the positron (

refer to figure 2.2 for the decay scheme of
Bell and Graham [ 171

"Na ). The f3 - ytechnique was introduced by

and has the potential of giving higher çounting rates than

yy-technique, but has lower time resolution. The yptechnique was first used by Shearer
and Deutsch [ 18,ll ] in their study of positrons in gases. and is the technique used today
in most laboratories.

In our laboratory we use the so-called fast-fast time coincidence system which
belonçs to the ptechnique. A schematic diagram of the equipment is shown in figure
2.6 where the lifetime measuring systern is divided into two branches, the start branch

and the stop branch which is CU~ectedto the detector #1 and the detector +2,
respective1y.
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Figure 2.6. Schematic diagram of a typical equipment for measunng positron
lifetimes.
H V S - High voltage supply. PM- Photomultiplien. CFD- Constant fiaction
Single channel analyzer. TAC- Time to amplitude
discriminators. SC.+
convener. MC-4- bfultichamei analyzer.
The derector f i l , as the stxt detector, places the energy window ( as shown in
figure 2.7 ) to detect one photon of energy 1.28 MeV. The task of the detector $2 is to

detect one photon of energy 0.5 1 1 MeV by placing the energy window as shown in figure
2.7. The signal fkom detector # l is fed into a discriminator circuit (Constant Fraction

Discriminator, CFD), which gives an output pulse provided the signal falls within a
selected puise height window corresponding to 1.28 MeV y-rays. The output fkom the
CFD is then fed into a time -to-amplitude converter ( TAC ). The detector $2 as the stop
branch is quite similar to the start branch except that the output from the CFD only occurs

if the signal from the detector fdls within the 51 1 KeV p a y s . To makes the TAC
operate properly a time delay is usually necessary. The delayed signal is then fed into the
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TAC for conversion. The output of the TAC is a pulse signal whose amplitude is

proportional to the tirne difference between the two input signals and thus proportionai to
the time lapse between the start and stop signals fiom the detectors. These output pulse
amplitudes are then stored according to height by the multichannel analyzer ( MCA ), In

this way the channel number in the MCA is proportional to the time difference between

the 1 2 8 MeV photon and 0.51 1 MeV photons, and the number of events recorded with a
certain time difference is stored in the MCA.

Figure 1.:. Gamma enei-zy spectnim.

2.4.1. Scintillator and Photomultiplier:

The detector consists of a plastic scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier tube

[20]. The scintillator is the device that converts the yquanta into an optical signal by
çenerating luminecent decay of excited molecuIes. The photornulti plier tube is a
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photosensitive device consisting of a photoemissive cathode followed by focusing
electrodes, an electron multiplier and an electron collector.
The incident photons ( y-quanta ) enter the scintillator and interact with the
molecules of the scintillator. These molecules will be excited, and some of the excitation
energy will be liberated as photons in the visible ( or near visible ) light. ïhis light is
guided into the photomultiplier ( PMT) and a suitable optical coupling between the
scintillator and the PMT is very important to reduce scattering effects. When the light
strikes the photocathode of the photomultiplier tube, the photocathode emits
photoelectrons,

normaily

releasing

several

photoelectrons

per

photon.

These

photoelectrons are then directed by the focusing electrode voltages towards the electron
multiplier where electrons are multiplied ( by a factor of 1O'

- 1o6). These electrons are

finally collected at the anode constituting the (current) output s i e d of photomultiplier
3ibe.

Ln our laboratory, we used Hamamatsu photonic tubes ( PMT ) and a Pilot-U
plastic scintillators manufacturecl by Nuclear Enterprises ( decay rate

- 0.7 ns ). The

Pilot-U scintillators are shaped like a m c a t e d cone and polished to mirror-like surfaces.
Although this configuration causes a small decrease in the count rate compared to a
cylindrically shaped scintillator, it cuts down on the scattering of photons fiom the walls

of the scintillator, and that improves significantly on the time resolution.

2.4.2. The Constant Fraction Discriminator ( CFD ):

This electronic component is the most important one in the equipment. Essentially
it determines the time of mival of the pulse of charge that came f?om the photomultiplier
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tube as caused by the y-ray entering into the scintillator. However, time of arriva1 is ill-

defined since the pulse heights fiom the PMT varies even though they originate fiom the
sarne y-ray energy.

Voltage

Figure 2.8. Uncertainty in time derenninarion due to different pulse heights by: a)
leading edgs and b) constant fraction.

The signai fkom the PMT is fed into the constant fraction discriminator, where the
time of pulse arriva1 as well as the pulse height selection takes place [ 21

1. For the latter

purpose energy windows are set in the relevant range for the start 1.28 MeV and the stop
5 1 1 KeV in the two discriminators. The CFD generates a pulse height independent "time

mark" using the constant h c t i o n method. When the input signal of the discriminator
exceeds a preset level, the discriminator circuit gives an output pulse. Because of the poor

enerm resolution of the scintillator crystals (cf Fig.2.7), this will result in a timing jitter
for the pulse crossover of the discriminator level ( see figure 2.8a ) [ 22 1, leading to jitter

of the TAC output, and hence to poor time resolution. In technical ternis this is refmed to
as leading edge timing and to improve on this disadvantage of the leading edge system a
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circuit was designed, known as the constant fiaction discrimination. in this method the

input signal is split into two signafs, inverting one, delaying it, subtracting a h c t i o n of
the delayed pulse fiom the original pulse, and detecting when the pulses cross the base

line as shown as in figure 2.8b. The amplitude of the negative part is a constant fraction
of the positive part, and the fit of the two parts can be adjusted by the walk-adjustment.

WaIk is the time movernent of the output signal fiorn the CFD, relative to its input signai.

As shown in figure 2.8b smaller time scatter is achieved than the leading edge system.
Afier amplification, the signal is fed into a singIe channei analyzer build into the

CFD unit. If the two detected events fa11 within the selected energy ranges set by lower
level and upper level controls in the CFD unit, an output is generated. The proper setting
values are extracted from the gamma energy spectnim ( see figure 2.7 ) in the start and
stop branch. Only those detected pulses that satisfy these energy requirements and

separated within 50ns of each other will be processed by the TAC.

2.4.3. Time To Amplitude Converter ( TAC ) and Muitichannel Anaiyzer ( -MCA ):

The Ortec 566 Time-to-amplitude converter is an analog to digital converter and
is used to measure the time interval between start and stop inputs and çenerate an output

pulse whose height is proportional to the rneasured time [ 23 1. The outputs from the two
CFD's are fed into the TAC unit. The TAC converts the two input signals to an output
pulse amplitude that is proportional to the tirne diffaence between its input signals. The

output of the TAC is fed into the multichannel analyzer ( MCA ). The channe1 number (

1- 2048 ) in the MCA is proportional to the time difference between the start and
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stopsignal recorded by the detectors. MCA collects the lifetime distribution of the
observed events and produces the so-called lifetime spectrum as s h o w in figure 2 -9.

T h e (ns)
Figiire 2.9. Expenmenrally obtained lifetime spectnxm ( 8 x 10~~counts)
for a
%(SC)
diamond sarnple set.

2.44. Resolution function:

The resolution fùnction of a lifetime equipment system is defined as the fùllwidth-at-half-maximum ( FWHM ) of the so-called prompt curve, which can be

determined by using a

Co source emitting two y-quanta simultaneously (hence prompt)

with energy of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV.Such a spectrum is shown in figure 2.10. In our

laboratory the FWHM of the equipments are 170

- 220 ps.

In the data analysis the

resolution function are best determined by using two qaussians as an approximate prompt
cuwe. The second gaussian was displaced typically 30ps to the left of the main gaussian.

In order to be able to separate positron lifetimes that are sometimes about 50-70ps a
good time resolution of the system is important. The resolution function of the given
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system mainly depends on several factors: the geometrical size of the scintillators, energy

windows for energy selection and the performance of the timing discriminators. The
energy influence is due to the statistical effects ( approximately proportional to ( E ) " '
): the higher the energy, the smaller the statistical variation.

I

40

50

60

CtiAJuNELt

Figure 7-10. Shape o i s typical prompt ctiwe for

a0

Co.

The most important factor is the geometrical size and surface treatment of the scintillator
that has the strongest influence on the FWHM of the resolution function., since the

collection of the light fkom the scintillator ont0 the photocathode of the photomultiplier
occurs afier numerous reflections fkom the scintillator walls; for this reason the surface
treatment of the scintillator can be expected to influence the resolution. Once the

scintillators and the PMT are chosen, the next important factors influence on the time

resolution of the system are the tnggering of the fast discnminators and the setting of the
energy windows for the start and stop quanta. The setting of the windows strongiy affects
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the FWXM because of the possibility of backscattering effects of y-quanta into the

detectors. By decreasing the width of the windows, one c m somewhat reduce the value of
the FWHM and thus improve on the tirne resolution. With care it is possible a to obtain a

FWHM of 170ps, a value only 3ûps larger than the theoretically minimum resolution
value. One of our lifetime spectrometers operates at this value while the other two

-

spectrometers operate at 2 10 220 ps due to farger scintillator sizes.

2.4.5. Calibration:

The time calibration consists of the detennination of the tirne difference between
two successive channels in the Multi-Channel Andyzer ( MCA ). This is done by using
one of the CFDs. One output is directly connected to the start input of the TAC, the other
is connected to a caiibrated delay unit,the output of this unit is then connected to the stop

input of the TAC. The stop output signal is delayed with respect to the start signal by
changing the amount of delay in the delay unit. The relation between delay time and
chamel number is linear fiom 25 to 26 pskhannel in our laboratory and accurate to

within i 0.08 ps, depending on the TAC and MCA u s 4 for the systern.

2.5. Fourier Transform lnfrared ( FTIR ) Spectroscopy:

Fourier transform infiared spectroscopy works basically like a Michelson
interferorneter. The recording of the detected signal versus optical path difference is the
interfero-oram, which for a p l ychromatic light source, becomes a superposition for each

of the wavelengths. Fourier analysis enables one to convert the interferogram into an
absorption spectrum, i.e., absorption versus fiequency. The measurements were cKned
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out at room temperature using a FTIR spectrometer in the spectral range of 600

- 4000

cm -' with a spectrometer resolution of 4 cm-'.

2.6. Absorption Measurements in the W M S range:
UVNIS ( Ultra-violetNisible ) absorption was measured at 85 K using a single

bearn spectrometer. The low temperature of 85 K is necessary in order to resolve the

sharp zero-phonon iines used to identie defects by optical measurernents. Specw were
obtained within the spechal range of 200nm to 1200nm. The spectra were described in

terms of the Beer-Lambert law:
log-1 0 = ad
I
Where Io and I are the intensities of the incident and transrnitted monochromatic light,
respectively, and d is the thickness of the sample. The absorption coefficient a is directly
proportional to the concentration of the absorbing species.
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ANALYSIS OF THE MEASURED SPECTRA
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3.1. Introduction:

When energetic positrons nom a radioactive source are injecte. into the samples

(one on each side of the positron source), their kinetic energy distribution is acçording to
a

p-

spectnim. This energy is lost by collisions with the atoms of the sample material in

a very short time, ( 5 2-5 ps). This slow-down process is calleà themaiization, during

which only a very small portion of positrons annihilates. Since the lifetime of positrons
varies from 100 to 500 ps based on the characteristic of each matenal, the themalization

time is rnuch shorter than the total positron lifetime and can be neglected in positron

lifetime measurements. When positrons have reached close to thermal energy, they are
normally assumed to occupy only the Bloch state fkom which they annihilate with a rate

A, (corresponding to the bulk lifetune,

2,

= 1/ AB) as dictated by the electron density in

the bulk of the diamond. However, if vacancies (monovacancies or vacancy clusters) are

present, some of the positrons become trapped at these open volume defects before
annihilating in the bulk and then annihilate fkom the trapped state. Since the electron

density in the vacancy is less than in the bulk, the positron lifetime bemmes longer than
the bulk vaIue by an amount which depends mainly on the open volume. Thus, by

measuring the time each of the injected positrons lasts for, one can distinguish between
those annihilating in the bulk and those annihilating in various vacancy configurations.

This requires a collection of several millions of individual annihilation events to produce
a lifetime spectnim fiom which individual lifetimes and intensities of the lifetime

components c m be extracted (see Fig.2.9).

3.2. Positron Implantation and thermalization:
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When an high-energy positron enters a solid material, it is rapidly slowed down
untiI it reaches ( nea. ) thermal equilibriurn with the surrounding crystal. The depth
distribution of thermalized positrons follows an approximateiy exponential implantation
profile:

P(=)= p e x p [ - ~ I

( 3-1 )

where z is the distance fkom the surface of the sample, the attenuation constant p

determined mostly by the endpoint E ,

of the /?+-spectnm and the density p of the

materiai, is given by:

where p is in the unit of gr/ cm3 and E ,

in MeV.

The most cornmon isotope for positron lifetime and Doppler-broadening

experiments is

- Na with
19

E,

= 0.54 MeV. For this isotope the average penetration

depth 1/p is 1 10 pn in Si, 50 prn in Ge, 14 pn in W and 8 0 p in diamond. Thus the

"Na positron source is only suitable for bulk studies and c m not practically be used for
investigations of thin films (110 p)or surfaces, although positron bearns with

controlled low energy @eV range) can be used in such cases.

3.3. Annihilation Characteristics:

If positrons annihilate fiom a state locaiized at a vacancy-type defect, the positron
lifetime changes fiom the bulk value due to the change in the electronic environment. In
the absence of electrons the positron is a stable particle, but in an environment of

electrons the positron has a finite lifetime 7. The positron lifetime is the inverse of the
annihilation rate:

The positron annihilation rate li is determined by the overlap of the positron wave
fûnction with the electron wave functions and depends therefore on the electron density
at the annihilation sites, and is given by:

where r, is the classical electron radius, c the speed of lighf n ( T ) the elecbon density

and i [.(F)] the short-range enhancernent factor of the electron density at the site of the
positron. There are various interpolation formulas for 1 [PI@)] based on rnany-body
calculations~and 2 [ne)] has numerical values that make very signifiant contributions to

A. In

each positron state i, the posiron probes différent electron densities leading to

different lifetimes z = 1

. Due to the decrease of the overlap between the localized

positron and electron densities at the vacancy, the trapped-positron lifetime is increased
compared to fiee positrons.

3.4. Positron Trapping:

If point defects of vacancy type are present in a material, the positron will tend to
occupy these defects ( positron trapping ) and localization takes place as described for the
first time by Goldanskii in 1966 [ 24 ] for point defects in alkali halides.
Positron trapping can be divided into two categories: Deep trapping and shallow
trapping. Deep traps are characterized by a binding energy that is much larger than the
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thermal energy at 300K (

-

1/40 eV ) while shallow traps constitute traps with

comparable energies. For deep traps, such as vacancy-type defects, the binding energy is
norrnally about 1 eV. Such traps are so deep that thexmal escape is not possible to occur.
Shallow traps can be dislocations which have little open volume or negatively charged
impurities that provide Rydberg-like states for the positively charged positron, much like
shallow acceptors in semiconductors.

3.5. Trapping Model:

The changes of the annihilation characteristics as a function of the trap
concentration are described by the so-cailed trapping model [ 25.26

1. The trapping in a

homogeneous solid is described by kinetic equations (called rate equations). ui an
inhomogeneous medium, the time-dependent diffusion equation is needed. The kinetic
equations were £kt

introduced by Brandt

Bergersen and Stott [ 28

27 ] in 1967. Later they were used by

1, and Connors and West [ 29 ] to analyze positron trapping at

thermal vacancies. The current theories o f trapping model are mainly based on the
treatrnent given by them.
The trapping model is b a s 4 on the following some assumptions:
i) At time t = O a11 positrons are in the delocalized ( Bloch ) states.

ii) When defects are present the positrons are transfetred from the Bloch state
(commonly referred to as the Bulk state) to the defect with a certain rate
the trapping rate, which is proportional to the defect concentration ci :

K,

. K~ is called
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where i refers to the type of defects, ci is the number of defects of type

"

i " per unit

volume and pi is called the specific trapping rate.
iii) The positron may escape fkom a trap. The detrapping rate is denoted b y 6.

If there are N different defects, we get a set of linear differential equations:

( i = 1,2* ..., N ) ,

where

it,

is the probability of the positron to be in the fiee state ( Bulk state ) and n,

the probabiiity of the positron to be in the " i-th

"

is

defect. A, is the annihilation rate in
N

the Bulk state and AD; is in the " i-th " defect state.

K~ is the total trapping rate due to
i= 1

the different type of defects.
The first term in equation (3.6 ) is the disappearance of positrons f?om the Bulk
state by annihilations. The second t e m takes into account the disappearance fiom the

Bulk state by the transfer to trapped states. The third term is the detrapping fiom trapped
states back into the Bulk state. The equation ( 3.7 ) represents the occupation probability

for the defect.
The boundary condition fiom assumption i) is

n B ( 0 ) =1 ,

nD,(o)=O

( i = i,?,

..., N )

( 3-8 )

in the case of no detrapping ( 6; = O, i = 1,2, ..., N ) the solution of equations (
3.6 ) and ( 3.7 ) can be analytically written in the fom:
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The total occupation probability, or the probability for a positron to be alive ( i.e.
has not annihilateci ) at time t is given by

The form of equation ( 3.1 1 ) is particularly usefbl in relating the trapping rates

and annihilation rates, which are the physical parameters that contain information about
the sample. to the experimentdly measured lifetimes and intensities. In equation ( 3.1 1 )
terms in front of the exponential are called the intensities of the lifetime cumponents.

The lifetime spectnim is the probability for annihilation at time t and has the
general form:
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where

Ai is the annihilation rate and Ii the relative intensity. From the equations (3.1 1

)

and ( 3.1 3 ) by comparing terms we can obtain:

The following sum rules can be deduced:

According to the basic assumption in the trapping model, al1 positrons occupy the
Bulk state at time t

= O.

The positrons can be transferred at a rate K( the trapping rate )

from the Bulk state to a vacancy. Thus, positrons will disappear from the Bulk by both
m-iihilations as well as transfer to vacancies.

Following we will consider some simple cases:
1 ) One type o f defects, no detrapping. - This is the model most fiequently applied.

We have the kinetic equations:
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The solution with the boundary condition n, (O)= 1, n, (O) = O
nB ( t ) =

exp[-

(AB +

is

)l

The decomposition of the lifetime spectrum gives Al, A,, I , , I2 as experirnental
parameters;

Thus we find by comparing t-s

relations:
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2 ) Two types of defects, no detrapping.
We can obtain relations:

where

K

and

K , are the

trapping rates for defects 1 and 2.

3) One type of defects with detrapping.

The above decay models lead to fairly simple solutions, although the last modei,
which includes detrapping, hints at significant complications. Later in this thesis wî11 be

considered a model pertinent to trapping by negatively charged vacancies and such a
model results in a very much more complicated set of solutions for the observable
lifetimes and intensities.

3.6. Important Remarks:

In this section we will focus on some important points for positron annihilation
relevant to Our this work.

The rate at which positrons are trapped by vacancies, K, is normaily assumed
proportional to the vacancy concentration [ C, ] according to

K

= ji - [C,1. The constant

of proportionality is strongly influenced by the charge state of the vacancy. If neutral.
,U

= p is temperature independent, but if negatively charged, p = p - is larger than p O

due to the Coulomb attraction between the vacancy and the positror., and is also
temperature dependent [68]. On the other hand, positively charged vacancies are much
less efficient traps for positrons due to the Coulomb barrier.

In addition to lifetime measurements, the etectron momentum distribution can be
investigated by means of the Doppkr broadening of the 51 1 keV annihilation line (see
chapter nvo. 2.3). What is measured is the Doppler broadening caused by the 3dimensional electron momentum distribution projected ont0 the viewing direction
between the samples and the detector, and since the rnomentum distribution normally is
anisotropic, this broadening depends on the crystallographic direction pointing toward the
detector.
An issue which is of importance in this work is the difference in sensitivity to the

vacancy concentration between lifetime and Doppler broadening measurements. When
positrons are trapped by vacancies, the experimentally detexmined rate of disappearance
of positrons fiom the bulk is (AB+ K ) , according to equation (3-21 ), where, again, A, is
the bulk annihilation rate and K is the vacancy-concentration-dependent rate by which

positrons are transferred fiom the bulk to the vacancy. Thus, the fiaction of positrons
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trapped in vacancies is r /(A,

+ K).

As the trapped h c t i o n increases, so does the

intensity of the lifetime component associated with the trap.
For experimental reasons a combined rate larger than r 2 5 d is impossible to
resolve in a lifetime spectrum. Therefore, with AB z 10ns" (for diamond), the maximum
measurable K value would be about 15 ns-' . In Doppler measwements the situation is
quite different. The measured value for S is cornposed of the contributions from the
fiactions of positrons annihilating in the bulk and in the vacancies with parameters S B
and S,. respectively so that S = (1 -

K

d B+ K

1%

+

K

AB + K

S,

.

For increasing

K

values S

therefore approaches S, and, assuming that one can experimentally determine S S, to
within an uncertainty of s 5%, the upper limit for detecting changes in S occurs for a K

value of

iZOO

ns-l , Le., at least one order of magnitude higher than for lifetime

measurements.

3.7. Positronfit:

The positron lifetime spectra are analyzed by a cornputer program in terms of a
number of exponential terms and a constant background al1 convoluted with the
instrumental resolution fiinction. At Our laboratory we used the cornputer program
developed by Kirkegard and Eldrup [ 30

1, narned Resolution. This program extracts

lifetimes and intensities fiom lifetime spectra by making use of least-squares techniques.
It fits a parameterized mode1 function to a distribution of experimental data points y, ( y i

denotes the counts recorded in each channel " i " ), and seeks values of the mode1
parameters b, , ..., 6, to minimize;
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where n is the number of data points, j; (b,,..., b, ) the model prediction for point numbers
i, and w,. the " statistical weight " at this point i.

where o, is the standard variance of the count number at the data point i in the case of
the Poisson distribution, a perfect fit

x2 will equal one and should therefore serve as an

indicator of the validity of the assurneci model, in which the most important assumption
made is the number of lifetime components present in the lifetime s p e c t m . Newer

programs are aiming at removing this assumption, i.e. directly identimng the number of
lifetimes, their values and intensities; They are, however, still in the developing stages.

In the Resolution program, the model function consists of a sum of decaying
exponentials convoluted with the resolution function of the lifetime spectrometer plus a
constant background. Let k, be the number of lifetime components, a, the decay
function for componentj, R the time-resolution function and B the background. Then the
model spectnim is given by:

a j (t)= O,

for

t <O

( 3.42 )
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where z, is the lifetime of the j-th component, and A,r, is the intensity of the j-th

component. R(t) is assurned to be a s u m of kg Gaussians which may be displaced with

respect to each other:

The Gaussian G , (2) is centered around channel number T,

+ Az, , where

T, is

the time-zero channe1 number, i.e. the channel number at which two simultaneously
emitted y rays would be detected by the equipment, and Aî, a displacement. The

standard deviation a , of the Gaussian is related to its F W M by:

The model specimn f (t) is a continuous c w e , while the spectra is recorded in
channels o f a multi-channel analyser. For proper comparation the curve f ( t ) shall

therefore be transformed into a histograrn by integration over the width of each channel.
The model count distribution fitted to the measured spectrum is given by:

where

ti

is the vaiue of r at the common limit of channel number i-1 and i. Here we

assume equidistant channel widths and

fi,,

- ti = 1 ;

in this way the integrated count
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becomes the channel average. Thus, we obtaui a model for the least-squares analysis of

the form:

where

F, is the value f?om lifetime component j in spectral channel

i.

The fitting parameten in Positronfit are the lifetimes z j , the relative intensihes
A,z

l, =

;

k..

, time-zero T,, and the resolution fbnction. The programme allows for

fixing some of these parameters, but that would require a physical insight; The
background, B, is determined directly by experiment and is, therefore, not an adjustable
parameter.

In our work, the resolution function ~ ( t )is well approximated to be a
superposition of two Gaussians, one as a main (-80%) Gaussian centered at T,, and the
second (-20%) Guassian was slightly offset

Gaussian. B

(by typically 30 ps ) fkom the main

is chosen in the fitting procedure to the average value of at least 500

channels in the background region of each spectrum.

The number of lifetime components is usually determined by the minimum
number of components that yield a good X' value in the fitting procedure. Generally,
fits are performed with between two and four lifetimes. A value of X' = 1.00f 0.06

indicates that the chosen model is in perfect statistical agreement with the expenmentai

data and fits are accepteci when they are within 1 f 0.12 to ailow for experimental effects
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such as instrumental the-zero drift and small (but unknowa) deviations firom the

mathematical mode1 employai.

The final resdts of the fits are values of
background,

lifetimes, relative intensities,

time-zero-channel and resolution fwiction parameters and al1 of these

parameters are evaluated with their standard deviations.
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CHAPTER FOUR
BASIC CONCEPTS OF DEFECTS AND DIAMONDS

Chapter Four
4.1. Defects in Materials:

Defects play an important role in detemiinhg the physical properties of most
crystalline substances. Defects can affect the crystal's inninsic electronic and optical
properti es, especially the c h e r concentration. Characterization of defects is extremely
important in regards to the performance of semiwnductor deviçes because the quantity

of defects, which are necessary to significantly change the properties of a semiconductor,
are Iess than one defect per million regular lattice atoms.
Defects in crystals are the imperfections in the crystal Iattice arrangements, and
arïse £?om de~lationsof the atoms trom their ideal lattice sites. They can be classified as

point defects, linear defects, planar defects, and volume defects.
i) Point defects:

There are the smallest defects of atomic size, i.e. chernical impurities. vacant
lattice sites ( latace vacancies ), and extra atoms not in regular lattice positions.
ii) Linear defects:

Linear imperfections are known as a dislocation. There are two basic types: edge
dislocations and screw dislocations. One important aspect of linear defects is that they are
potential traps for point defects.
iii) Planar defects:

Planar imperfections are the result of errors in the stackùig sequence of crystal
atomic planes.
iv) Volume defects:

These defects are usually agglomerates of point defects, so creating voids or
clusters of interstitials.
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4.2. Point Defects:

The point defects are the smallest defects. Their size is typicaily in the order of
atomic sires. They c m exist in many different forms: vacancy, interstitial, impurity, etc.
They occur mainly during the following circumstances.

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation o f simple point defects: a) Vacancy; b) Self
intersïitia!: c) Intersririal irnpunty: J) Divacancy; e ) Subtit~iricnalirnpuety: 0
Vacancy substiruricna! ~ r n p u r i t cornples.
~.
i ) .An atom is removed fkom its regular lattice site ( vacancy ).

ii) An atom is not at its regular lattice site, but has moved into the region between

lattice sites, so the defect is an interstitial. It can involve either one of the host atoms ( an
self-interstitial ) or an impunty atom ( an extrinsic defect ).
iii) An impunty occupies a substitutional site.
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Various kinds of defects are also formed by the association of intrinsic or
extrinsic, substitutional or interstitial defects. As a special case, an interstitial defeçt
occurs when a vacancy is formed by tramferring a host atom fiom a lattice site to an
interstitial position. This type of disorder is called a Frenkel pair. A11 these various types
of defects are schematized in figure 3.1 [ 3 1 1.

4.3. Geometrical Configuration of Point Defects:
4.3.1. The Vacancy:

When an atom is rernoved fiom its regular lattice site, the foxmed defect is called
a vacancy also known as Schottky defect ( figure 1.2 ).

In a group IV semiconductor four bonds are broken when a vacancy is created.

me

broken ( dangling ) bonds will be rearranged and f o m new bonds which may lead to

atomic displacernents. These new bonds depend on the charge state of the vacancy, i-e.,

on the number of electrons that occupy these dangling bonds. Figure 1.3 [ 3 1 ] shows a
vacancy in diamond lattice structure.
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Figue 4.3. The msnovacancy ir; diamond lattice. a) Four bonds are broken; b)

v o ;c) v - .
In ( a ) four bonds are broken in order to create the vacancy. ( b ) for the neutral
vacancy

VO

there is one electron per dangling bond, they form two new bonds. ( c ) when

an electron is missing ( a positively charged vacancy V + ), one of these two bonds is
weakened since it contains only one electron. The distortion in the case of V - is thus
different fiom that in the case of Y * . The monovacancy has five charged states: V = Y - .
Y ' , F - , and Y++.

4.3.2. The Divacancy:

Removing two adjacent atoms as shown in figure 4.4[3 11 f o m s the divacancy.
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Figure 4.4 The iiiaxnc?; sonfigurarion and its schematic w o dimensionrepresentation.
Actually, a divacancy may be seen as two nearest neighbor vacancies. It is possible to be

produced directly by irradiation and heat treatment. In this case new locdized electron
States is Y;,

v:,

V;, and V ' .

1
Figure 4.5. The spiir-di\-acancyconfiguration and its schemaric re?resen~arion.
In order to understanding, figure 4 3 3 11 shows the split-divacancy configuration,

comesponding to the configuration of the divacancy in the saddle point for the migration.

4.3.3. The interstitial:
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A lattice atom is removed f?om its regular lattice site and transfmed into a

position that is not a regular lattice site. Such a position is referred to an interstitial
position and the atom is called the interstitial atom-

Figure 4.6. Different interstitial configurations in Diamond lattice. a) The
hexagonal; b) The tctrahedrai; c) The bond-centered; d) some spiit interstitial
confi,ourations.
These defects can involve either one of the host atom ( self-interstitial ) or an impurity

atom or dopant. These defects are easily fomed in semiconductors as a consequence of
irradiation damage, but in many cases interstitials are mobile even at very low
temperatures. It is still not possible to decide what are the stable sites for an interstitiai
atom, and also understand what is the mechanism of intemitial migration. But if
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considering total electronic energy and symmetry, it is reasonable to Say that some o f the
high-symmetry sites are the most stabIe interstitial positions.
In the diarnond lattice, the hi&-syrnmetry sites correspond to the hexagonal and
tetrahedral sites and the " bond-centered " configuration ( the interstitial sits at the center
of the bond ) as can be seen in figure 46[3 11.

4.3.4. Complex Defects:

When a simple defect moves, for example, due to the heat treatment. it can
interact with other intrinsic as well as extrinsic point defects giving rise to a more stabIe

complex defects. When the vacancy becomes mobile in silicon, it can be trapped by an
oxygen interstitial impurity ( present in Cz-silicon due to its grown process ) and f o m a
V-O pairs (which are, essentially, substitutional oxygen).

i
Figure 4.7. Vacancy-osygen complzs. :he oxygen atom is slightly displaced off
the substitutional position.
In diarnond. vacancies, produced by the irradiation, are trapped by the single N atoms,
and form nitrogen-vacancy complex pairs. In another case the vacancy can capture
another vacancy to form divacancies. Figure 4.7[3 11 gives the configuration of vacancy-
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oxygen pair in Cz-silicon in which the oxygen atom is slightly displaced

off the

substitutiona1 vacancy position.

4.3.5. Aggregates:

The defects, with high concentration in a material, tend to aggregate as the
temperature is increased as facilitateci by long-range migration process. In many cases, it
iç possible to produce vacancy aggregates by prolonged radiation and heat treatment.

Vacancies form divacancies that upon M e r heating start to move, forming larger
vacancy aggregates, such as trivacancies, quadrivacances, etc. The agglomerated defect
can have several possible configurations. Figure 4.8[3 11 gives one of the possible

configurations for a penta-vacancy.

Figure 1.8.Onc

di'

rlir possible configurarions for a penta-vacancy.

4.4. Diamond:

4.4.1. Structure of Diamond:
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Carbon atoms can fonn two solid States graphite and diamond. Graphite is
thermodynamically the most stable fonn, but under appropnate conditions diamond
crystals can be formed. The carbon atom has four ekctrons in the n=2 shell, which can
hold up to eight. Two carbon atoms can link together by sharing an electron fiom one.

Each carbon atom can link with four others and fonn four bonds; i.e. it has a valence of

four. Such bonds are called covalent and can hold atoms together so that they form

geometrical lattice structures. The four bonds to each atom are not flat, but are at 109.5'
to each other as shown in figure 4.9a. Each atom is at the geometric center of four others,
which are at the corners of an imaginary tetrahedron. Every bond is 1.544-Angstrom

long The linking of a number of carbon atoms in this way into a three-dimensional
diamond lattice c m be seen in figure 4.9b[33]. One layer is s h o w shaded to draw
attention to the puckered hexagonal rings of atoms that result fiom the structure.
I

CLEAVAGE ( OCTAHEDRAL 1
DIRECTIONS

Figure 4.9. a) Terrahsaral bonCs of the carbon atoms: b) Structure of diamond.
Two of the three clea-age directions rue shown.
It is conventional in crystallography to represent a crystal by a space lattice that is
a model of the unit cells of the same shape that make up the crystal. The space lattice of
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diamond is face-centered cube ( FCC ). The primitive basis has two identical atoms at
000; ++f associateci with each point o f the Fcc lattice. Thus, the conventional unit cube

contains eight atoms. The tetrahedral bonding characteristic o f the diamond structure is
shown in figure 4.10. It may be viewed as two FCC structures displaced fkorn each other
by one-quarter of a body diagond. Each atom has 4 nearest neighbors and 12 next nearest

neighbors. Many of physical properties c m be related to the atornic lattice of diamond.
As there are no fiee electrons or holes in a perfect diamond crystal lattice. diamond has

hi& resistance to the passage of electricity. The lattice of diomond is exceptionally

strong, which results in its extreme hardness and resistance to deformation, as well as to a
large band gap (5.5 eV).

Figure 4.10. Crystal structure of diarnond. showhg the tetrahedral bond
arrangement.

1.4.2. The ' type ' terrninology for diamond:
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At the beginning of the twentieth century it was discovered that diamonds fell
broadly into two categories, which were called type 1 and type II. On the account of
showing distinct differences in their transparency to ultra-violet light and infiard tight.
Type I diarnonds absorbed ultra-violet strongly fiom about 330 nrn and showed

absorption bands in the inf'rared. Type II diamonds transmitted ultra-violet light down to
about 120 nm and showed no absorption bands in the i n h e d [ 32,33

1. Later it became

clear that irnpurity nitrogen atoms were the cause for these differences [ 34 1. Type I
diamonds c m be broadly defined as those with nitrogen in their structure and type II
diamonds as those without. More refined spectroscopic measwements led to a
subdivision of the types, such as Ia, ib, IIa and 1%. These shorthand notations are still
widely used today, and are detailed below.

1) Type 1:

Al1 type I diarnonds contain relatively substantiai amounts of nitrogen ( > 100
ppm). Type I diamonds are subdivided into type Ia and ib on the basis of the different

agglomerated forms of nitrogen.
Type Ia is characterized by aggregated nitrogen, and comprises the majority of
natural diarnonds. The nitrogen aggregates in diamonds are, most cornmonly: pairs of

neighbonng substitutional N-atoms, the A-aggregate and are therefore called type IaA.
Another type of nitrogen aggregate in diamonds are gmups of four nitrogens around a

vacancy, the B-aggregate, so diamonds are referred to as type IaB. Each of these

aggregate types is recognized by their infiared ( IR ) absorption spectra.

-

in Type Ib the nitrogen is present as single substitutional nitrogen atoms that has
an infiared local mode of vibration at 1344 c d , and show electron paramagnetic

resonance because of the unpaired electron of the N-atom. Almost al1 synthetic diamond
belongs to this category, because such diamonds are made at conditions (temperature and
time) that do not give the opportunity for nitrogen atoms to migrate into clusters as in the
naniral type Ia diamonds. Nitrogen cm, however, be suppressed dunng in growth, which
case the synthetic diamonds become type II, to be discussed below.

2) Type II:

Type 11 diarnonds contain nitrogen to less than 1 ppm and only -1% of al1

naturally occurring diamonds belong to this class. Such diamonds are exceptionally
"clear" because the absorption of light in the visible range due to nitrogen is absent; For
that reason type II diamonds cost much more than do the common type 1.
Custers [35] proposed in 1952 and 1959 that type II diamonds should be
subdivided into type IIa and I i b

due to the differences in luminescence and

photoconductivity. Non-semiconducting is classified as type [Ia, while serniconducting
diarnond is classified as type I i b .

The semiconducting type IIb diamonds constitute a very small proportion of type
11' possibly about one in a thousand and thus very rare. Unlike other diamonds, they are

semiconducting due to the presence of the acceptor boron and the absence of the donor
nitrogen. Boron containing diamonds are bluish and have great commercial value due to
their rarity and beauty.
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Type IIa diamonds are the purest f o m of diamonds and contain no appreciable

nitrogen, nor boron. They have no indication o f colour so considered by some
gernologists to be the "best" diamonds, a view that wilI be altered by the commercial
interest in coloured diamonds.
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CHAPTER FIVE
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Chapter Five

In this chapter are presented the results of the experiments performed at the
Positron laboratory of the Physics Department of the University of Winnipeg. in part I
the basic positron experirnents on diamond are presented and discussed. In part 3 a
theoretical mode1 for positron trapping by negatively charged vacancies is presented, and
then used in connection with the illumination-induced effects on positron annihilation
(part 3). The works presented in each of these sections form the basis for 3 papers

submitted to journais.
5.1. Positron Annihilation Investigation of Vacancies in As-grown and Electron

Irradiated Diamonds.
5.1.1. Introduction:

Characterization of defects in diarnond has mainly been done by optical and
hypefine interaction methods ( such as electmn paramagnetic resonance (EPR)). These
techniques have each identified many defects 136-38) but only in a few cases have

correlation been possible: Exanples thereuf are substitutional nitrogen ( N , ), the
irradiation-produced negatively charged isolated monovacancy ( V - ) and the negatively
c h q e d nitrogen vacancy complex ( N ,- V - ) . It is noteworthy that optical measurements,
and not €PR,have provided the main basis for models of many of the defect structures in

diamond, opposite to the case of silicon.
In this work we have employed positron annihilation, together with optical

measurements, to investigate vacancies, but since positron annihilation is

"

new " in the

context of diamond research there is in this work a strong elernent of cornparison with

optical data.

in diamond the omnipresent nitrogen impurity enjoys a central role. It is the basis
for the rough classification of diamonds, as Ia, ib, na and Ilb ( see chapter 44.2). In Ia
nitrogen is agglomerated as

N, - Ns

( denoted the A center in optical measurements and

in the following we include parenthetically the nomenclature adopte. from these ) or as
3 N , - V ( Y 3 center ) or as 4N, .V ( B center ), and in any given Ia diamond a mixture

is usually present. Type Ib contains only

N,-commonly found in synthetic diamonds, but

very rarely in natural ones. In IIa the nitrogen content is below detection limit ( z 1 ppni )

and in 1% this is also the case but there is a significant boron content which makes the

diamond p-type " semi-conducting ". The nitrogen content varies greatly, from less than
I ppm ( 11% IIb ) to severai hundred ppm ( la, lb ) and the distribution is far fkom being

homogeneous. In addition to these point-like defects there are twins. dislocations,
inclusions and, as we shall see, vacancy clusters. Diarnonds are highly " individual ",
which mistrates systematic investigations.
Nitrogen introduces allowed electronic States in the band gap ( 5.5 eV ).

Substitutional N,N s 9 has a donor level -1.9 eV below the conduction band (391, .N, - N ,
(A center) has a much deeper donor level at o 4.0 eV 1401, while 4N, - V ( B center ) has

no known level; clearly, nitrogen plays an important role in establishing the Fermi level
and is, additionally, a trap for vacancies. Zero-phonon lines have identified several such

vacancy-associated complexes ( Ns - Y , Ns - N , - V ( H , or H , ), 3Ns - V @3), and
4Ns - V V ( H3)).

The isolated monovacancy is produced by irradiation and is immobile to fairly
high temperature ( -550

OC

). in its neutral state it gives nse to the GR absorption system
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(prominent zero-phonon line at 741 nm, GR1 ) and in its negative state ( EPR active ) to

the ND 1 system ( zero-phonon line at 394 nm ). The O/-level is inferreci to be close to the

mid-gap position [4 11. Divacancies have tentative1y been associared with the series of
zero-phonon lines (THS) in the 440-540nm range ( in Ua ) [42] and while larger
agglomerates have not been identified by optical means, they have been indicated by
means of EPR.
As mentioned above, positron annihilation is relatively new in the context of

diamond research, with most of the papas dating fkom 1990. Several investigations have
been done on diamond films [43-491, al1 of which showed substantial vacancy

concentrations and formation of positronium. Studies on single crystalline diamonds [50551 have been somewhat hstrated by difficulties in establishing the bu& lifetime for

positrons, an issue that will be addressed in this work. On the theoretical front [56-591
bulk positron lifetimes and momentum distributions have been calculated, as have been
the positron lifetimes for mono- and di-vacancies [56]. Vacancy production arising from

irradiation has been reported in [60-641.
In this work we report on positron lifetime and Doppler broadening experiments

on a variety of diamond types, unirradiateci as well as electron imdiated. We also report
on measurernents at elevated temperatures ( up to 770 K ), where optical measurements

are not possible, and on isochronal annealing. The positron-based results, while

confirming several key interpretations based on optical measurements, reveal new effects

in particular at elevated ternperatures, and details pertaining to the formation of N , . V
complexes in

Ib diamond.

'
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5.1.2. Experimental:

a: Samples and Irradiations.

Twenty-four diamond samples were investigated making up 12 sets for positron
measurements. The samples were characterized by optical absorption in the i n h e d at
room temperature and in the " visible " ( 250 to 1200 nm ) at 85 K so to detect zerophonon lines. The i n h e d absorption arising from substitutional nitrogen M, ,

4 - Ars (-4 center) and

4 N s Y (B center) together Mth their concentration calibrations

(65,661 form the basis for concentration estimates with results as listed in Table I.

Table 1. Concentrations of substitutional nitrogen ( N , ), N , .N , (A centers) and
?N, - Y (B centers). In the Ia(2) diamonds there were also 3Ns V (N3) centers
and platelets but their nitrogen concentration cannot be determineci. The purely Ib
type is synthetic, while the rest are natural diarnonds. Entries of zero mean below
detection limit ( = 1 ppm). I ppm corresponds to an absolute concentration of

.

* ) range for différent ~amples.

-

--

---

C h a ~ t eFive
r
Not included in these is nitrogen in " platelets " and in 3N, - V (N3) which both occur

particularly in Ia and possibly also in the natural fonn of Ib, listed as Ib(nat) in Table 1;
these omissions are due to the lack of calibration. Synthetic Ib diamonds ( fiom
Sumitorno Co., Japan ) are listed as Ib(syn). In al1 of the Ib(syn) diamonds there were
macroscopic variations in the nitrogen concentration as evidenced by different shades of
yeliow colour, so both opticd and positron measurements were done on an area of
uniform colour to the eye, but in view of these rnacroscopic variationst rnicroscopic
variations are also very likely within the volume sampled by the positrons ( 50.1 mm3).
Ha( 1) was cleaved to expose the [ 1 1 1] surface while the ib(syn) and Ia(1)
diamonds were cut to expose the [100] swface. This difference does not matter to
positron lifetime measurements but does, potentially, to Doppler broadening (see chapter
three, section 3.6).

Electron irradiations were done on Ia(1) at 3.5 MeV while for IIa(I), ib (syn,
N , =130ppm) and Ib(nat) the energy was 2.3 MeV. The bearn was pulsed (duty cycle of
140 pulses/s each of duration 3 ms). The dose rate for 2.3 MeV was 10" crn-'h-l

while

for 3.5 MeV it was 7 times higher, the samples were cooled directly by water at 8 O C .

The Ia(1) sample had been previously irradiated at 3.5 MeV to a dose of
2.1 x 10" e - / cm2 at a dose rate of 10" cm-%', and then annealed up to 1020

OC

. We

mention that for the high dose rate the colour of the diamonds turned green, whereas for
the original lower dose rate they were blue; this may have gemological interest [67] but

the physical reason for the difference is not clear.
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Annealing of the irradiated samples took place under a flow of Ar in a quartz
tube. Above 700 OC

Ti flakes were added close to the samples to get ox ygen to prevent

graphitization of the diamond surfaces [49].

b: Measurements

Infrared absorption was measured on samples at 300 K using a Fourier-transfomi
spectrometer (4 cm" resolution ), while a single beam spectrometer was used in the 2001200 nrn range with samples at 85 K.
Positron lifetime measurements were made with two lifetime spectrometers, one
for room temperature, the other for low temperatures The former had a prompt width of
170- 175 ps, the latter 205-2 10 ps, but the latter was more efficient so to compensate for

the larger detector distance necessitated by the cryostat. Each measurement lasted 1 I h (

and was repeated twice ) dunng which time (8 - 10)x 1o6 counts were accumulateci. The
positron source had a strength of 14-18 pCi, and gave rise to a source correction of 250
ps with an intensity of 1.5% which arises f?om the Al source-backing foil. The high

number of counts was found necessary in order to resolve the rather short lifetirnes using
the RESOLUTION program [30].

Doppler broadening experiments were done with an intrinsic Ge detector having

an energy resolution of 1.2 keV at the 5 1 1 keV annihilation y quanta. Each spectnun
contained 2 x 106 counts in the 5 1 1 keV peak and was repeated 4-5 times dunng a time
span of 20 h; the analyses of these spectra are described in the chapter two.

5.1.3. Results
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a: Unirradiated Diamonds.
Lifetime and Doppler results are listed in Tables 2 and 3, and in Figs.S.1 and 5.2.
As seen in Table 2, up to three lifetimes, z i ,with intensities, 1,.,could be resolved. If the

shortest lifetime component has been properly resolved and trapping is occurring from
the bulk into defects, then this lifetime is the moditied bulk lifetime. Z, = 1/(AB + n ) . The

longer lifetimes r 2 and z j are associated with open volume defects of different sizes.
Two auxiliary parameters c m be calculated fiom the experirnental data namely the

composite (average) lifetime

and the parameter

where N is the number of cornponents that can be resolved (2 or 3). The latter parameter
is of particular importance because if the annihilation scheme follows the trapping mode1

(TM), nhich assumes that al1 positrons are initially in the bulk state, then

will equal

the bulk lifetime z B ( = I I R , ) . In trap-free diamond this value has been determined
experimentally to be 97f I ps [Sl]. The values of siM calculated here are generally
larger than 97 ps, and significantly so for the Ia sarnples. All of the samples yield a weak
componenf

r , , whose values of 170-420 ps indicate vacancy clusters of varying size;

such have also been observed in other works [52,54,63]. It is clear from the results listed
in Table 2 that the vacancy content varies greatly even within the same type of diarnonds.
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Table 2. Lifetirne results for unirradiated diamonds measured at room

temperature. Lifetimes and their associated intensities are listed together with
the auxillary parameters r and s r as defined b y Eqs. (5.1 ) and (52).

,

*) See Fig.5.l for details of the dependencies of lifetime parameters on N ,

concentration.

Table 3. S and W parameters for unirradiated diamonds at room temperature.
For easy reference, S and W parameters for undoped float-zone Si are 0.5095 and
0.0082, respectively, using the same energy regions as for diarnond (see Fig.2.5)-

S
(k 0.0005)

Ia(2)
lb(syn)**
Ib(nat)
IIa(1)
IIa(2)
Ilb
*)

0.39 13
0.3847-0.3876
0.40 10
0.3850
0.3971
0.3884

From Table 2.

**) See Fig.5.2 for dependencies of S, W on N , concentration.
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Nitrogen Content (ppm)

Figure 5.1. Lifetime parameters at room temperature for the Ib(syn) samples
as a function of nitrogen content.
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Nitrogen Content (ppm)

Figure 5.2. S and W parameters at room temperature for the Ib(syn) samples
investigated by lifetime spectroscopy (Fig.S.1).

The Ib(syn) diamonds contained various concentrations of N , so a study could be
done as a function of concentration as averaged over the two samples used to make up the

source-samples assembly (see Fig.5.1). There seems to be a systematic trend towards
hieher vacancy concentration with IVs concentration as indicated by the increasing value
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of I , , but we do mention that a sample set with

N,=130 ppm gave a result (290 ps with

5% intensity) which does not follow the trend. This particular sample set was obtaùied

fiom the same supplier, but much earlier than the others shown in Fig. 5.1, and may
therefore have been manufactured somewhat differentl y. A larger ensemble of similarly

manufacturexi sarnples is necessary to firmly establish if a systematic trend with N ,
concentration indeed exists. Figure 5.2, displaying Doppler data, indicates systematic
trends with N , concentration where S has the sarne trend as

r , in Fig5.l (d). W does

not exhibit the expected opposite behavior to S.

At-temperature measurements were aiso done between 30 K and 770 K on Ia(1 ),
Ib(nat), Ib(syn, Ns=130 ppm) and IIa(l) but no signifiant temperature effects were
found.
The anisotropy of S was investigated to determine if the numerical difference in
the values between the [100] direction (cut diamonds) and the [ 1 1 1 ] direction (cleaved)
had any importance when comparing data. The difference amounts to 0.5

+ 0.2% agreeing

within experimental uncertainty with Nilen et al.3 1531 more detailed investigations, so

the effect f?om anisotropy is small enough not to matter here.

b: Irradiateci Diamonds.

IIa(1) and Ib(syn, Ns=130 ppm) were investigated as a fünction of dose
administered simultaneously to the samples. These two types were chosen because in IIa
neutral rnonovacancies are fonned according to the interpretation of optical results, while

in Ib(syn) they are negatively charged [37]. To positrons this charge difference matters
very much as explained in the section 3.6, thus providing a method of establishing
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charge completely independently of optical measurements. For Ila(l), Fig.5.3 shows

lifetime data and Fig.5.4 Doppler data. Irradiation produces a new lifetirne, denoted r -,,
with a value (145

+ 5 ps), which is Iarger than Z,(Z

100 ps), so this lifetime must arise

fiom vacancies. The intensity, I , , of this lifetime component increases with dose but
does not depend on temperature in the 30 to 300 K range for any of the doses employed.

Elearon Dore ( 1 0 ' ~ c r n) ~

Figure 5.3. Lifetime results for the IIa(1) sarnples at room temperature as a function
of the dose fiom 2.3 MeV electrons.
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so the vacancies are neutral. Optical measurements showed GR1 absorption interpreted to

arise fiom neuîral monovacancies and we will later demonstrate a very good correlation
with the positron response, allowing for the conclusion that the 145 ps lifetime in Ua

diamonds arises fiom neutral monovacancies.
Doppler results are customarily presented as the ratios S / SB and W / W B ,Le..
relative to the shape parameters for the defect-fiee bulk material. ï h i s is done since S and
W are strongly dependent on the choice of energy range while these ratios are much less

so, thus facilitating cornparisons with other works. As will be described in the discussion
section we have no b a i s for obtaining WB, but can estimate SB. This estimated value is
labeled S , ,

to avoid giving the impression that ari accurate bulk value has been

determined. The Doppler data, S / S,/,

in Fig.5.4 show an increase with dose, which is

expected in view of the Iifetime data.
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Figure 5.4. Relative changes in S at room temperature for the IIa( 1 ) samples
for which lifetime data are s h o w in Fig.5.3. S,,- ~0.3800.
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Table 4. Lifetime and Doppler data for ib(syn, Ns = 130 ppm) for accumulâted electron
doses. Results are for measurements at room temperature. SR=,
= 0.3800.

Dose

*

( 1 0 'e~- i cm2 )

@s)
105+2

O
3

8

1

14

I

-

2

@s)

--

23

ri

12

13

@SI

(%)

(%)

(%)

E

90M95"
-14021 15220
14521 47115
-144+1 20511

S !SR,,
(i 0.002)

-

1.013
1.073
1.O80
92.5r0.6 -510.6 11.079

.0+0.5
92.2 i 0.7 7.8 + 0.7
93.0 + 0.6 .O + 0.6

Results for Ib(syn) are listed in Table 4. Already at the dose of 3 x 10" e - / c m 2
the results differ significantly from those of IIa(1); no

trapping rate of at least 15 ns-' , and

2,

could be resolved, indicating a

S I SR=
,-is much larger, but the irradiation-

produced lifetime, z,, is the same (140-145 ps) as for Ila(1). This indicates that
monovacancies in ib(syn) are much more efficient in trapping positrons than in IIa(1).
Our optical rneasurernents showed no absorption due to neutral vacancies (GRI) but
based on the lifetime value the vacancies would be monovacancies, and according to

independent optical measurements they should be negatively charged, i-e. give rise to the
ND1 absorption system at 394 nm (zero phonon line). In our case that absorption could
not be detected due to the strong absorption by

& , thus

defjing direct correlation.

However, in view of positron and optical data, there is very little doubt that in Ib(syn) the
rnonovacancy is negativel y charged.
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In the case of Ib(nat) only two fairly low doses were administered. Already afier

the lowest dose (see Table 5) it was not possible to resolve

2,

indicating that in this

nanird ib-type diamond the monovacancies are d s o negatively charged. The z, Iifetime
is about 133 ps after irradiation, 10 ps smaller than for ib(syn), but this can very well be a
computational artifact due to the significant contribution f?om vacancies in the preirradiated

samples. Optical measurements showed no

response f?om

neutral

monovacancies, but, as was the case for Ib(syn), the strong absorption due to N ,
prevented observation of absorption bands below z 400 m.

Table 5. Lifetime data for %(nat) at room temperature for accumulated
electron doses.

The Ia(1) samples were previouçly investigatd [60],and where imadiated using

'

3 -5 MeV electrons to a dose of 25 x 10" l cm . They were then annealed to 1020 O C
which removed most of the irradiation damage [49]. These samples were then re-

irradiated to the same dose but with a dose rate 7 times higher than previously used. The
li fetime data in Table 6 for the originally irradiated and the re-irradiated samples indicate

a slightly larger contribution (1,) from monovacancies in the latter case and the value for
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1,

is smaller. This lower value is more in line with the values found in the other diamond

samples.

Table 6. Results obtained for Ia(1). First row, before irradiation; second row,
'
after irradiation with 3.5 MeV electrons to a dose of 2 1 ~ 1 0 ' ~ e - / c r n at
1 x 10" e- l cm / h ; third row, afier annealing to 1020 OC ; fourth row, for reirradiation to nearly the same dose as before but with a 7 times higher dose rate.

'

21

+annealing
At 1020 OC
25

88k4
11O a 5

155+5
180 t 15

8517

13515

(re-irradiated)

c: Temperature Effects for lrradiated Diamonds.
Low temperature lifetime measurements (30-300 K) were done on la( l ), Ib(nat),

ib(syn, Ns=130 ppm), and IIa(l). In none of these samples did the lifetime measurements
reveal any clear changes with temperature, as exemplified by the data s h o w in Table 7

for ib(syn). Doppler measurements were done over a wider temperature range (30-770 K)
with results as shown in Fig.5.5. The ability to conduct positron measurements at elvated

temperatures sets the positron annihilation technique apart

corn optical techniques which

require low temperatures for resolving absorption bands. The Doppler data shown in

Fig.5.5 are reversible except for the case of Ib(syn). Up to 730 K they were reversible,
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but at 770 K a non-reversible decrease took place during the 24 hours of measurement

time: the irreversible decrease in S / S k f

was fiom 1.079 to 1.072, and suggests some

removal of V - .

Table 7. Lifetime and Doppler data as a function of temperature for Ib(syn,

Ns=130 ppm) irradiated to a dose of 14xl0"e- / c m 2 . Sbf=0.380.

* ) These data are dso shown in Fig.5.5.

The most important features of the data in Fig.5.5 are the following: i) S / SR,,

for ib(syn) increases with temperature beîween 30 and 300 K; ii) SIS,,.

for ib(nat) and

Ia(1) increases at elevated temperatures (above 400 K and 500 K respectively) and iii) for

IIa(1) there is littie temperature dependency. We will explain the behaviors noted in ii) in

t e m s of Fermi level effects shifting the balance fiom neutral to negatively charged
monovacancies.
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Figure 5.5. Relative changes in S for irradiated diamonds as a fünction of
: ib(syn, Ns = 130 ppm), dose 14xl0"e- / c m 2 . A :
sample temperature.
Ib(nat), dose 3 x 10" e- / c m 2 . : IIa(l), dose M x l0"e- /cm2. V : Ia(1 ), dose
25 x 10" e- / cm' . For sarnple identifications see Table 1.

d: Annealing Studies of Irradiateci Diamonds.

One of the sample-sets investigated at elevateà temperatures was subsequendy

subjected to isochronal annealing up to 1 170

OC

; ib(syn,

Ns=130 ppm) was chosen

because of its low content of vacancy cluster, ailowing investigation of

If-

and its

complexing with N, . Doppler data for Ib(syn) are shown in Fig.S.6 and lifetime data in
Fig. 5.7. For al1 of the lifetime spectra it was impossible to resolve the short-lived Z,
component arising fiom positrons annihilating in the bulk state indicating that the
trapping rate was large (21SN-' ) . The decrease in S / S,,

between 20 OC and the first

annealing temperature in Fig.5.6 is due to the removai suffered during the preceding attemperature expenments up to 480 OC .
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I

Annealing Temperature (OC)

Figure 5.6. Relative S parameter as a fünction of annealing temperature for Ib
(syn, Ns = 130 ppm) irradiated to a dose of 14x1017e-/cm2.The entry at
70 OC is for the as-irradiated case and the one at 480 OC corresponds to the
highest temperature in the at-temperature measurements shown in Fig. 5.5.

The most important features of the data in Fig.5.6 are the "dip" of

close to 800 OC

.and the s w n g correlation between S/ SR,, and z

S / .YRel centered

in Fig.5.7.

Optical measurements were also done on the ib(syn) sample, but unfominately

only for annealing temperatures 2 720'C . Fig.5.8(a) shows absorption in the visible

range where the zero-phonon line at 637 nm - plus replica - is due to the negatively
charged N , 7 complex [36].Apart fkom the absorption peak at

- 170 nm. not present

in the as-irradiated state of the sarnples, and which disappeared slowly until

- 9 0 0 ' ~,

there were no other absorption peaks generated up to 1170OC ; the 470 n m absorption
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line has variously been interpreted as arising fiom divacancies 1691 or fiom interstitial
ciusters [70].

Anneaiing Temperature (OC )

Figure 5.7.Lifetime data for the samples whose relative S parameters are shown
in Fig.5.6. No Z, component could be resolved. In addition to z, there was a r ,
component ( z 300 ps) with an intensity of ( 1 00 - 4 ).

To obtain a quantitative measure for N, .V - absorption, we have plotted in Fig.5.9 the
integrated absorption coefficient of the zero-phonon line at 637 nrn as a hinction of
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annealing temperature. The decrease in Ns V - absorption between 820 and 870 OC

arnounts to a decrease in concentration of E 15%.
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Figure 5.8. Optical absorption coefficient of Ib (syn, Ns = 130 ppm) irradiated to a
dose of 14x 10" e- / cm2 and then annealed to 720 OC : (a) for the visible range and
(b) for the infrared range, the latter showing the presence of 4.
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Figure 5.9. htegrated absorption of the Ns V - zero-phonon line (see Fig-j.S(a)) as a
function of anneding temperature.

This concludes the presentation of the results. We can summarize them as
foIlows: i) Natural as well as synthetic diamonds contain vacancy ciusters as sipaled by
the r ; component. ii) Electron-irradiation-induced monovacancies affect the positrons

very differently according to the type of diamonds, being much stronger in type Tt, than in
type IIa. iii) Strong temperature effects at elevated temperatures are observed in

imadiated Ia( f ) and the h(nat) whereas none are observed in na( 1).

5.1.4. Discussion

a: Unirradiated Diamonds.

One of the most important positron parameters is the bulk lifetime since ail other
lifetimes are gauged relative to it. In îhe case of diamond, experiments have yielded
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r
values between 97 ps [ 5 11 and 120 ps [SOI and theory, values between 93 ps [71] and 1 14
ps [56]. The 97 ps lifetime was deterrnined using a synthetic IIa diamond for which the
lifetime spectrum contained only one resolvable component in which case the 97 ps
lifetime reasonably can be interpreted to be the bulk lifetime, but there is the concern that
catalysts used to produce the synthetic diamond wuld influence the observed lifetime.
Uedono et al. [63] found a dominant lifetime of 99 ps in synthetic IIa diamond but larger
values )up to 106 ps) were found in other types of diamonds. The significantly higher
value of 120 ps [50] for the bulk lifetime was based on natural Ia diarnonds and this tums
out, in retrospect, to be a poor choice as will be discussed below.

None of the diamonds investigated in this work were free of vacancy

contributions ( z 2 , z 3 , see Table 2, p65). To calculate the bulk lifetime, the simple
trapping mode1 (Eq.5.2) can be used to obtain

r p as listed in the last column of Table

2. Except for Ia diamonds this procedure yields values close to, but slightiy larger han.
97 ps. The problem with Ia diamonds seems

components modi*ng

O
!

be that there are unresolved Iifetime

in particular the short lived Z, component and possibly arising

from liV, - V (B) centers. Dismissing the Ia diamonds as unsuitable for determining the

bulk lifetime gives an estimate of 104f 2 ps for the rest of the diamonds which is quite
close to the value of 9 7 f 1 ps, and we argue that the agreement is even doser based on
the following observations.

The data for I , for the electron imadiated Ib(syn) (Table 4,

p71). Ib(nat)(Table 5, p72), Ia(1) (Table 6, p73) and IIa(1) (Fig.S.3, p69) al1 show that

this intensity is independent of dose. However, according to the trapping model, 1,
should decrease due to the increasing cornpetition from monovacancies in trapping
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positrons. We suggest, therefore, that the Z, component originates fiom positrons that are
captured in local regions of hi& vacancy concentration during slow-down. I , is thus the
fraction of positrons which never occupy the bulk state and should therefore be excluded

when calculating the bulk lifetime from the trapping model: Doing this we obtain the

+

value of 98 2 ps for the bulk lifetime based on 11 d i f k e n t sets of natural and synthetic
diamonds.
The fiaction of positrons captured during slow-dom by regions of high vacancy
concentration is typically 7% but up to 20% is found in ib(syn) containing a large N ,
concentration (Fig.S.l(a)). These percentages seem high if one were to take them to
represent the fiactional crystal volume of the regions, but two factors may accentuate the
positron response: i) The energy loss of positrons entering into the region at positron
energïes below the band gap (5.5 eV) would be more efficient than in the bulk due to
defect-induced electronic levels within the band gap, i.e. positrons are preferentially
stopped in these regions, and ii) the diffusion length of the positrons will be reduced due
to trappinç,

i.e.

positrons stay within the defected regions. Although such

inhomogeneously distributed regions of high vacancy concentrations have not been
detected by other means, they might well be suspected in view of the proficiency of
diamond for containing inhomogeneously distributed nitrogen.
The lifetime data in Table 2 (p65) and FigS.l(p66) show that the content of

vacancies varies significantly even for the same type of diamond. We bring attention to,
in particular, Ib(nat) and IIa(2) which both have a z, component whose value would
suggest monovacancies (in view of the results fiom electron irradiation to be discussed
beiow). These cannot, in either case, be Y' since no GR1 absorption was observed for
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either sarnple. However, 3Ns - V is possible for Ib(nat) because absorption therefiom

would not be detectable due to the stmng absorption f?om .Vs. For IIa(2) the lack of
absorption bands between 250 nm and 1200 nm d e s out monovacancies, £iee or
complexed in foms that give rise to optical absorption. A possible defect candidate for
the regions could be dislocation tangles which are particularly prevaient in IIa diamonds
at considerable concentrations ( = log/cm2).

B a d on the lifetime data for IIa(2) (Table 2, p65) the trapping rate is
4.1 f 0.2 ns-' and with

Eq. (2.6) the defect-specific ratio Sv /SR,,has the value of

1.10I0.0 1. As will be discussed below, irradiation-produced monovacancies give a
value of 1.079+ 0.002 and a lifetime of 145 ps, so different defects may be indicated,
even though the positron lifetimes for the two defects are nearly the same, Le., in these

disordered regions positrons may detect defects with an open volume that corresponds
closely to that of fiee monovacancies but with a different "structure".

We now discuss the Doppler data in M e r detail, a main point being assessing
the value of S for the bulk, SB . This is not straightforward since al1 of the investipated
diamonds display a vacancy component according to the lifetime measurements. To
anive at a value for S, we select arnong the various samples those which have the

smallest contributions from vacancies, and hence the mallest deviations corn S B . ï h e
selected sarnples are IIa(l), IIb, and Ib(syn) with [ IV, ] 5 100 ppm, producing an average
S value of 0.3854 f 0.0005. We next assume that S for the vacancy clusters, S c , is such

that S, / S B= 1.2, which we judge a "reasonable" value for clusters; the data for the above
selected samples then yield a value of 0.3800 f 0.0005, and is used throughout this work.
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However, as noted earlier, in view of the assurnptions made, we refer to this value merely

as SR,,, rather than SB.
The W parameters (expressing the core-momenturn distribution) are puuling in
that

d u e s for the nitrogen-lean diarnonds (IIa( 1 ), IIa(2) and IIb), which are nearly the

same (0.0 17, Table 3), are significantly lower than for the nitrogen-nch samples (0.02 1);
that W depends on [Ns] is clear fkom the data in Fig. 3(b). In view of the above, the bulk
value of W. W B ,is rather uncertain, in particular due to the fact that W arising from
vacancy clusters is unknown. We are thus unable to provide an estirnate of WB.

+

In summary, the positron bulk lifetime in diamond is estimated at 98 2 ps and
the bulk S value at 0.380, i.e. 25% smailer than for Si. The bulk W value is more

uncertain, but is probably close to 0.017, which is z 2 times higher than that for SiVacancy clusters are found in al1 of the investigated diarnonds but are geneially smaller
in synthetic diamonds as indicated by the smaller values of

2,.

These vacancy clusters

are situated in highly disordered regions into which positrons are trapped during slowdown. and these defects appear not to cause optical absorption.

b: Irradiated Diamonds.

The data for the irradiated diarnonds IIa(1) are the easiest to interpret. Irradiation
produces a new lifetime with a value of 145k 5 pç (Fig.5.3(c)), and its intensity and
lifetime are independent of temperature between 30 and 300 K as is (essentially) the
SIS,,,

parameter between 30 and 720 K (Fig.5.5); this shows that the vacancy is

neutral. Combining positron and optical data for the GR1 absorption (see Table 8) we can
state that the trapping rate per unit dose (column 4) is essentially constant and so is the
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ratio between the GR1 absorption and the trapping rate (column 7). Al1 this points to the
conclusion that the irradiation-produced lifetime of 1 4 5 k 5 ps arises fiom neutral
monovacancies. Uedono et al. [63] found 140 ps at 300 K after electron irradiation using
synthetic IIa diamonds, but observe. a significant decrease to 120 ps at I O K. This
decrease, not observed in our natwal iIa diamonds, may arise tiom flux impurities

necessary to produce synthetic diamonds present, according to the manufacturer,
(Sumitorno Corp., Japan), in the significant concentration range of 50 to 70 ppm.

Table 8. Dose dependencies for Iia(1) for the neutral vacancy lifetime, qr0,
trapping rate, r , the defect specific Doppler parameter S,../S,~ , and the peak
absorption coefficient of the GR1 zero phonon line at 741 nm (1 -673 eV).

Dose

C,.O

K

K l dose

I s ~ ~ I s ~ ~ , RI~

~ R U K

The 40+ 6% increase in lifetime for neutral monovacancies relative to the bulk
lifetime is quite large and so is the corresponding 8 f 1% increase in S, but their relative
changes correlate well with those for Si where the lifetirne increases by 23% and S by

3.5% for monovacancies 1721. The doubling in effect for diamond as compared to Si
could be taken to mean that locdization of the positron wavefunction increases with
valence electron density which is 3.5 times higher in C than in Si.

In ib diamonds negatively charged monovacancies are expected on the b a i s of
optical measurements [373. The positron results support this: the positron lifetime that
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emerges upon irradiation is 142 1 ps indicating a monovacancy, no GR 1 absorption was
observed, and the response from the monovacancies is much more pronounced in ib than

from the neutral vacancies. This latter point is most clearly displayed by the Doppler data
in Table 4 where saturation with dose indicates a trapping rate of at least = 200 ns-' (cf
Ch.3,section 3.6), much Iarger than for neutral vacancies. Since saniration trapping is
occurring, the value of S / S,,

becomes the defect-specific value S,.. 1SR,,-,
equal to

1 .O79 f 0.002, and indistinguishable kom 1.08 I O . O 1 for

Sv./SR,,(Table 8). Thus we

condude that the positron experiments confirrn the foxmation of V - in Ib diamond and
that the defect-specific Sv /SR,, parameter as well as the positron lifetime are the same
as for

VO

(within error bars). The results for ib(syn) agree very well with those fiom

[63], where the positron lifetime for negatively charged monovacancies was 110 ps and

the increase in S upon 1 x 10"e- /cm2irradiation was found to be 7%; we find 8%.
For ib(nat) and la(1) - Tables 5 and 6 - the r 2 lifetime is the same

(Z

134 ps)

afier irradiation, which is marginally lower than for the samples just discussed. Whether
this arises from the fact that these samples contain a considerable contribution fiom
preexisting vacancies or fiom the fact that they contain N , - N , (A) centers is not clear.
That

- h.; centers might play a role originates fiom the suggestion [37] that up to 40%

of irradiation-produced monovacancies can be in "close"

proximity to nitrogen

impurities, (Le. that monovacancies are inhomogeneously produced) which may alter the
positron lifetime. In the following section (d) on annealing it will be argued that
complexing between monovacancies with Ns reduces the positron lifetime by

- 5 ps.
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Based on the data for IIa(1) we can estirnate the introduction rate of neutral

monovacancies by assuming that the vacancy concentration per unit trapping rate in
diarnond is the same as that in GaAs; using data fiom [73] we fmd, in convenient units.
3.5 x 10' 'cm-'ns while fkom [74] 1-5 x 10" cm -'ns . Using the average value and the

average of trapping rate per unit dose (Table 8) the introduction rate is 0.5 f 0.2 cm-' for
2.3 MeV electrons. An earlier estimate based on Ia(1) [60]was 0.3 cm-' for 3.5 MeV

electrons, but should be adjusted in view of the smailer bulk lifetime found in this work;
the new value is 0.5 c m - ' , and from the reirradiated sarnple (Table 6) we find 0.7 f

0.2 cm-' (at 3.3 MeV). These rates are larger than estimated from optical measurements
(0.1 cm -' , 2 MeV electrons) based on GR 1 absorption [37] by at least a factor of 3. This
discrepancy may be the compounded effect of comparing data arrived at by different
assumptions, namely qua1 trapping efficiency in GaAs and diarnond on the one hand
and, on the other, the assumptions made to estirnate the oscillator strena& for the GR1

zero phonon line.
The introduction rate o f V - in ib(syn) cannot be determined since the trapping
rate is too large to be extracted fkom the lifetime spectra. The saturation of

'

S / SR,, somewhere behveen doses 3 and 8 x 1017e- / cm (Table 4) indicates according to

chapter 3. section 6 a trapping rate of 5200 ns-' contrasting the trapping rate of only 2-3
ils-'

for V'. This large difference in trapping rates cannot reasonably be explained by a

100-fold difference in introduction rate, although some increase is observeci due to
nitrogen [37], so instead we suggest that it overwhelmingly aises from the negative
charge of vacancia. In Si it has been found both experimentally [75] and theoretically
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[ 5 6 ] that by charging a vacancy, nom neuaal to singly negative, the trapping rate

increases by a factor of 3 at room temperature. Here. for diamond, a much large increase
is called for, but there are good reasons for expecting such. First, the dielectnc constant
for diamond is 5.7 whereas for Si it is 1 1.2 so the Coulomb potential is deeper in
diamond. Secondly, the potential level at which the Coulomb tail is replaceci by a flat
potential towards the vaçancy (see [56] for details) is 4 . 1 eV for Si whereas we find for
diamond -0.3 eV according to [76]. Thus the Rydberg-like states ( acting as precursor
states for the final localization of the positron in the negativeiy charged vacancy) are
deeper in diamond so less detrapping c m occur fkom hem; this in tum causes more
efficient trapping by Y - than in Si. To illustrate the importance of detrapping we
mention that detrapping at room temperature for a positron state situated 0.1 eV below

the delocalized state is about 3000 times higher than for a state situated at 0.3 eV.

in surnmary,

VO

and V - give rise to roorn temperature positron lifetimes of

135 I 5 ps and 142f 1 ps, respectively, (a difference which is not statistically significant)

and the close correspondence between the positron response and the GR1 optical
response strongly supports the interpretation of GR1 absorption as arising from Y'.
Although direct correlation of optical and positron response to V - was not possible, the
positron data are fÙlIy supportive of the interpretation that V - occurs in ib diarnonds
after electron irradiation. The introduction rate for

VO

is estimated to be 0.5

+ 0.2

cm-'

(for 2.3 MeV electrons) and is perhaps significantly higher (factor -3) than that estimated
by optical measurements. Generally, it is found that trapping by monovacancies in
diamond causes changes in positron parameters that are significantly larger than in Si, so
diarnonds may also be the physicist's best fhend.
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c: Temperature Effects.
Four of the irradiated diarnonds were investigated as a function of ternperature
between 30 and 770 K by means of Doppler broadening whereas lifetime measurements
were restricted to the 30-300 K temperature range. A temperature dependence of the

lifetime parameters for negatively charged vacancies in the Ib diarnond might have been
expected but saturation trapping precludes this observation. The most interesting aspect
of the Doppler data (Fig.S.5) are the (reversible) increases in S / SR=,-for ib(nat) and

Ia(1) at elevated temperatures approaching the (saturated) value for V - in ib(syn). This

suggests that vacançies in lb(nat) and in Ia(1) become negatively charged, and indicates
that the Fermi Ievel is very close to the O/- Ievel for the vacancies and moves up mlth
temperature. In contrast, the absence of change in IIa and ib(syn) indicates that the Fermi
level is far from this level so no influence fiom hi& ternperature is observed. The eflect
is undoubtedly dependent on sarnple and dose, but does suggest that one cannot assume
that the charge state of vacancies is independent of ternperature which might have
consequences for interpretations of annealing processes such as those by Davies et
al.[37].

Another ternperature dependence of S / SR,/ deserves comment, namely that

observed for Ib(syn) below room temperature (less strongly in Ib(nat) and also found in
[ 6 3 ] . albeit to a lesser extent. Such an effect is commonly interpreted as arising fiom

cornpetitive trapping by "shdlow" traps whose S and lifetime values are close to bulk
values. Whether this is also the case for diamond we do not know, but have doubts for the
following reason: If "shallow" traps were the reason then the value of r (see Table 7)
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should also decrease because of the stronger admixture of a lifetime close to the bulk
lifetime. but this is not observed; anaiysis of the Doppler data indicates that z, should
have decreased to 125 ps in order to be consistent with the mode1 of "shallow" traps, but

+

according to Table 7 the decrease was oniy to 140 2 ps. in section 5.2 we will argue that
the decrease in SIS,,

c m be anribute. to annihilation of positrons in Rydberg-like

States at negatively charged vacancies.

d: Annealing Studies

The results for the isochronal annealing of Ib(syn), shown in Figs.5.6-5.9,

constitute the basis for severai observations, the main one being an insight into the

processes involved in the agglorneration of monovacancies with N s . First we bnng
attention to the observation that S / SR,, decreased irreversibly upon the at-temperature

measurements discussed earlier. This decrease is shown in Fig.5.6 (compare 20

OC

and

data) and suggests, as also found from optical measurements [37.70] on neutral

180 OC

vacancies. that irradiation-produced vacancies disappear below the onset temperature
(-600

OC

) of vacancy migration and is interpreted [70] to signify recombination resulhng

from thermally induced liberation of trapped carbon interstitials. The positron data
suggest that this also occurs for negative vacancies based not only on the Doppler data
but also on the lifetirne data (Fig. 5.7(b)) where the observation that 1, increases fkom 93

to 96% supports migration of interstitials because they c m also become trapped by

vacancy clusters so reducing their contribution to trapping, causing 1, to increase.

--

-

-

An important aspect of the isochronal annealing data is the (remarkable)

similarity between S / S,/

and z as a function of temperature (Figs. 5.6 and 5.7(a),

respectively). Since both parameters depend nearIy exclusively on valence electron
density we interpret the changes in these parameters to be caused by the migration of
vacancies toward Ns forrning Ns - V - complexes. That IVs - V - and not

4-Y

O

is

formed is deduced fiom the fact that S 1SR,/only changes slightly, and this agrees with
the conclusion of Uedono et al. [63] as well as with optical absorption data [77].

ni, is "tetrahedrally" bonded to four C atoms, but the extra valence electron from
N is localized at one of these C atoms causing a s 30% elongation in bond len-gth

whereas the remaining three bonds are equally shortened [78]: An approaching vacancy
has, therefore, two physicaily different sites to be trapped at, and the increase in the two

positron parameters indicates that the monovacancy occupies initially the C atom position
involved in the long bond of smailer electron density ( t, increases) and smaller spread in
momentum dismbution ( S / SR,, increases). That the vacancy "selects" this particular

bond at

- 600

OC

may, simply, arise fiom it being easier to break the long bond than the

shortened bonds. This configuration, however, seems not to be thermally stable at higher
temperature since the positron parameters decrease gradually up to

- 720

OC

. We suggest

that the underlying process is that the vacancy switches fiom its initial positron to a more

stable one at one of the three shortened bonds characterized by slightly higher electron
density and momentun spread. Between

- 780 and 8 2 0 ' ~no further changes in the

structure of Ns Y - complex occur, and according to Fig.5.9, the Ns 4- absorption

does not perceptibly change in this temperature range. However, it does change rather
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abmptly above 8 2 0 ' ~ (within 5 0 ' ~ where

r z and

S/S,,

both increase and the

optical absorption decreases by s 15%. Thus a second rearrangement o f the N s Vcornplex is indicated afier which the monovacancy appears to be in a less "crowded"
environment. During this r m a n g e m e n t some vacancies ( n 15%) escape from the traps
and this is also reflected in the slight decrease in I2 (FigS.70>)): NO fixther changes are

obsenred up to 1 170°c, indicating that the Ns V - complex has reached its final stable
configuration at s 870 OC . Uedono et al. [63] also observai a decrease in r and S above
600 O C

.but did not find any evidence for the "annealing" step between

820 and 870 OC .

Despite the fact that positron annihilation can only monitor averaged electron
densities, via z

and averaged momentum distributions, via S 1SR,, the eEects

discussed above are large enough to permit the conclusion that the .N, - V - complex
undergoes several changes

before reaching its final stable configuration; hirther

eiucidation would require h y p d n e techniques and detailed optical measurements.

5.1.5. Conctusion

Positron annihilation data indicate that in as-grown diamonds (natural or
synthrtic) vacancy clusters are concentrated in highly defected regions. These defects
seem not to be optically active and their concentration increases wiîh the concentration of
nitrogen in synthetic Ib diamonds. Data for Ia diamonds are particularly difficult to
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analyze because of unresolved lifetima associated with, possibly, Ns - N s (A) and

Avs. hr, - Y

(B) centen.

Electron irradiation produces neutral monovacancies in type iIa diamonds and the
positron response therefrom correlates well with the GR1 zero phonon line at 741 m. In

ib diamonds negatively charged monovacancies are foxmeci according to the positron data
and this too is in keeping with optical data. The introduction rate of monovacancies

(neutral) by 2.3 MeV electrons is estimated to be 3-7 tirnes higher than the value based
on optical measurements but this discrepancy may be due to calibration assumptions. The

positron data confirm

long-held interpretations of optical data regarding the

rnonovacancy and its charge States,
At-temperature positron measurements extend significantly the traditional
temperature regime for investigating monovacancies and suggest that they can change

their charge state in Ia and ib(nat) at elevated temperatures ( 2 400 K) fiom neutral to
negative. whereas in Ila they stay neutral.

47 -complexes

fonned in Ib diamonds upon annealing above 5 5 0 ' ~ are

suggested to undergo at least two "Inodifications" up to 870'~before reaching a stable
configuration which yields positron parameter values very close to that for the isolated
negatively charged monovacancy.
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5.2. O n the trapping of positrons by negatively charged vacancies

5.2.1. Introduction

Trapping of positrons by neutral and negatively charged vacancies in
semiconductors is a subject fundamental to positron annihilation investigations and was
treated theoretically by Puska et al. [79]. They calculated specific trapping rates for a
hypothetical semiconductor with a band gap of 0.7 eV using simplified models for the
electronic structure and mechanisms by which positrons lose their energy in the napping
processes. They obtained the following results: For neutral vacancies the specific
trapping is constant with temperature in most scenarios in agreement with experimental
findings. For negatively charged vacancies the situation is more complex since positrons
can be trapped by two mechanisms. One is trapping directly fiom the (delocalized) bulk

state into the vacancy, the other, and in parallel with the first, consists of initial trapping
in precursor states wherefiom trapping subsequently occun at the vacancy. ï h e precursor
states are Rydberg-like (i-e. hydrogenic-like) since they arise due to a columb-like

trapping potential. In this work we consider a simplified mode1 that can be solved
analytically and discuss also the important issue of energy dissipation during the trapping
processes of positrons.

5.2.2. Mode1

Figure 5.10(a) depicts the features of the mode1 proposeci by Puska et al.[79].
There are several Rydberg-like states each with their own specific trapping rate pi,, but

because the energy of these states is expected to be close to the bulk state energy
thcrmally activated detrapping,

PL,must be taken into account. From each of these
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states positrons are transfmed, via the rate

&, to the vacancy proper. The annihilation

rate in the bulk is A,, and is, reasonably, assumed also to be that for the Rydberg-like
states.

(a)
Bulk

Figure 5.10. (a) Mode1 for the trapping of positrons originally in the (delocalized)
bulk state. into either several Rydberg-like states, thermal detrapping there from
and transfer to the vacancy, or by direct trapping into the vacancy. (b) Simplified
model replacing the manifold of Rydberg-like states with a single state resulting
in the occupation probability equations (5.3 SS), see text.

-

In the vacancy the annihilation rate is A,,

and smaller than 2, due to the smaller

average electron density in the vacancy. Due to the multitude of Rydberg-like states this
model is not amenable to detailed calculations nor to comparison with experimental data,

so we replace it with the simpler model shown in Fig. 5. IO@),

which preserves the

essential feamres of the model in Fig. 5.10(a). For this model the occupation

probabilities, n , , n, and n, of positrons in the three states (bulk, Rydberg and defect,

respectively) are given by
ri, = -A,n,

- x,n,

riR =

K

(5.3)

+K B R ? l B .

(5.3)

-qmnR

ri, = -ADnD

in these equations

- x,n, + K ,n, .

+ q,n,

+ K BDnB.

,
equals p,C,,-

( 5 -5)

, where Cr.- is the relative concentration of

negatively charged vacancies, i.e. equal to [C,- ]M with N being the atomic densim
likewise, n,
5.1 O@)).

(the p ' s and q , are the specific trapping rates as defined in Fig.

= p,C,.

The parameter

K

,(dehapping rate fiom the Rydberg-like state to the bulk) is

not an independent parameter because
Pm = PBRexp(-E, / k , T )
where EB is defined in Fig.S.lO(b).

Assuming a parabolic densiîy of states for the delocalized positrons gives together
with Eq.(5.6)

where m+ is the effective mass of the positron, which we will assume equal to the fkee
MasS.

With the usual boundary conditions that n, =l and n, = n, = O at time t = O (Le.
al1 positrons occupy initially only the bulk state), we used a symbolic cornputer

programme to solve Eqs. (5.3-5.5) for the time dependencies of n,, n, and n, f?om
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which experirnentally observable lifetimes and their intensities can be calculated- Their

expressions are complicated but are as follows:
Four convenient parameters can be defined:

where r, and r, are physicalIy identifiable as the disappearance rates fiom the bulk and
Rydberg-like state, respectively, and

a = ( r ,+ 5 ) / 2 ,

neither of which have any simple physical meaning, but are convenient mathematically.
The experimentally observable li fetimes are, following the tradition of
enumerating lifetimes according to ascending values,
2,

=l/@+b),

22

= l/(a

Z3

= i/A, = 11.2, ,

-P )

Y

and their associated intensities are, respectively

(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)

and C is

C=8p(a-/j-AD)(a+b-Ao).

(5 20)

Contributions to I , and 1, arise f?om all of the three states whereas 1; only
arises fiom annihilations at the vacancies , so for the latter the physical origin of z, is

simple.

The fraction of positrons annihilating in the negatively charged vacancies is equal
to

n,R,dt

which gives

FD = A(z,/z,
-1)+B(z2/zj -1).

(5.2 1)

Although this expression for FD is convenient when calculating lifetime
parameters, it can also be obtained by integation of Eqs. (5.3-5.5) to yield the more
manageable form

F,

= ( v R D K B R ~ ( ~ B+ flm

+K B D ) + ' B D ) / ( ~ B

+

K

+~
I[BD
~-'R~KBR/(~B

+V R D

+'RB))-

(5.22)
This fraction is of merit since it enters into the Doppler broadening parameter via
S/S, = (1 - FD) + F D S D / S , ,

(5.23)

where S B is the S parameter for the bulk (and Rydberg-like states), S, is that for the
negatively charged vacancy, and S would be the experimentally observed value.

5.2.3. Results and Discussion
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What is of interest is how the observable positron parameters Vary with
temperature and one strongly influentid parameter is K,

by virtue of its mainly

exponential dependence on temperature (Eq. (5.7)), but so is the ratio K,

/r],

and that

may not be immediately obvious.

Temperature (K)
.-.

.

.

-.- - -.

Figure 5.11. SIS, as a fûnction of temperature for different ratios of x , / q ,
using the following parameter values at 300 K: Buik lifetime 220 ps, defect lifetime
270 ps, defect specific S parameter SD/SB= 1-07, p , =5 x I O 6 300 X r n - I .
T M Ans-',
p,,=lxlO 6 (
7) qm= 20 N-' (4 cimes the bulk annihilation rate), and
E , =jO meV. For the lowest ratio of ir / q , , the relative concentration of the
negatively charged vacancies is 2 ppm, and for increasing ratios, they are, 4, 8, 20,

,

40.300 ppm.

To illustrate this, let us for the sake of argument assume that x,

,

to Eq. (5.22) F, equals n /(RB+ x

/qm = 1, then according

,
) so being independent of K ,
and K ,
. This

realization can also be amved at by inspection of Fig. 5.1 O@):

Since both the bulk and

--

-

the Rydberg-like state yield the same S value (because the annihilation rates are assumed
the same (= A, )), it is immaterial to the value of FD fiom which state the positrons are
trapped into the vacancy: For K,
P5

/ q , + 1, F D ,and hence SIS, , depends on

K

,and

.
Figure 5.1 1 shows how SIS, varies as a fimction of temperanue for differert

Ir],

ratios of K,
whereas r ] ,

evaiuated at 300 K. Because K,

is assumed T - ~ ' dependent 1791

is assumai temperature independent, the cunre for the ratio value of 1

(evaluated at 300 K) is not constant, albeit it shows the miallest variation with
temperature as expected f?om the argument in the preceding paragraph. The temperature
range inside which SIS, is strongly sensitive to r c ,

and K,

depends on the value of

E B and shifis to higher temperatures with increasing values of E , . Since 17,
dependent on the vacancy concentration whereas K,

is not

is, an increase or a decrease in

SIS, with temperature depends on the vacancy concentration as illustrated by the values

of a, /qw for each of the curves shown in Fig. 5.1 1.
Observable lifetime parameten are s h o ~ n
in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 for the same set
of parameters as used in Fig. 5.1 1. Figure 5.12(a) depicts r , and (b)
s h o w the composite (average) lifetime,

r , , as defined by

2,

xj=,I J , , (

while in (c) is

2, = 270

ps). The

temperature dependencies of these parameters are seongly dependent on the ratio
KBD/>lnD

and we note the close functiond resemblance between ,,z

and SIS, in Fig.
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O

100 200 300 460 500 600 700
Temperature (K)

Figure 5.12. Individual lifetimes z, (panel (a)) andz, (panel (b)) for different ratios
of K BD /qRo (T= 300 K); 2) = 270 ps is not affected by these ratios. in panel ( c ) is
s h o w the composite r,, parameter. Parameter values correspond to those used in
Fig.S.ll.
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--

O

100 200 300 400 500 600 700
Temperature (K)

Figure 5.13. Intensities I , , 1, and 1, of the t,, z 2 and z3(=270 ps) lifetirne
components for different ratios of K, /q, (T= 300 K).
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The physical meaning of

2,

and Z, is intricate as mentioned above: At

temperatures where deîrapping is large (> 200 K)

r , reflects mainly the disappearance of

positrons from the Rydberg-like state and z 2 mainly that fiom the bulk state while at low
temperatures the reverse is the case. For the Z, component no such reversal with
temperature occurs since positrons only disappea. tiom the vacancies by means of
annihilations.
Figure 5.13 shows the intensities of the three lifetime components. The

occurrence of negative values for 1, might be wunter intuitive, but it should be pointed
out that the intensities of the various lifetime components are not physical parameters

unlike the occupation probabilities in Eqs. (5.3-5.5).

In expenmentally obtained lifetime spectra lifetimes shorter than = 50 ps cannot
be resolved. Inspection of Fig. 5.12 shows that Z, would not be observable while r ,

-

would for certain combinations of temperature and ratio values. so that either onecomponent spectra (with iifetime z ) or two-component spectra ( r and 2, ) with positive

intensities would be observable, features that make analyses of lifetime spectra a difficult
task. An important consequence of the model is that the temperature dependencies of the
obsenrable positron parameters are markedly influenced by the value of K,

/qm , noting

in particular that SIS, can be reduced at low temperatures which questions the often
invoked "shallow trap" concept.
The theoretical range of
et al. [79]( = 3 m-' to

& (Fig. 5.10(a))

is quite large as calculated by Puska

= 1000ns-' ) which unfortunately precludes any realistic

assessrnent of the value for q ,

to be used in the model. We have therefor created an
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experimentai situation where

K

,
, and hence the ratio rr ,
/q,

, varies significantly in

order to test the model. The samples were two sets of diarnonds both electron irradiated
to a dose of 1 -4x 10Ise- / c m 2 . In one of the diamond sets (classifiai as IIa) the

irradiation-produced monovacancies are neutral (see section 5.1 ), but a fiaction of these
can become negatively charged by means of illumination with 439 n m (2.83 eV) light

(see the next section 5.3). For the other set (lb diamonds) the monovacancies are

negatively charged without illumination and at least 95% of the positrons are trapped at
room temperature (see section 5.1 ).

O

50

100

150 200

250

300

Temperature (K)
Figure 5.14. Expenmental Doppler data as a function of sample temperature for
two sets of diarnonds, ib (down-triangles) and illuminated Ha (up-triangles). The
solid curves are fits to the data using parameter values as listed in Table 9 (first and
third row) while the dashed curve is an attempt to fit the data for ib using trapping
parameters from IIa (second row in Table 9).
Let us first consider the data for the illuminated diarnonds (up-triangles in Fis. 5.14), the

mixture of neutral and negative vacancies requires a trivial extension of the model and
with that mves the lower curve shown in Fig. 5.14 obtained using the parameter values
LI
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Iisted in Table 9. The good fit to the data demonstrates the feasibility of the mode1 but
there is considerable room for adjusting the first three parameter values. We note that
qRois only 7 times the value for the bulk annihilation rate so the assumption by Puska et

al. [79] that I ) ,

>> A, might not be satisfied

(R,for diamond is

10.2 ns-' (see section

Table 9. Parameter vahies used to obtain the fits to the experimental data in
Fig.5.14. The bulk annihilation rate is 10.2 ns'l , the defect specific S/S,,
is

1 .O79 for both neutral and negative monovacancies, and the vacancy concentration
is 4 ppm (7 x 10" 1cm3) [see section 5.11. p , and p , are specific trapping rates
at 300 K. For neutral monovacancies the specific trapping rate is 1.Sx 1o6ns-' and
is used only in the case of IIa diamond.

* ) Full curves in Fig.S.14.
** ) Dashed curve in Fig.5.14.
For the other diamond set the experimental data are shown in Fig. 5.14 by the
down-triangles, to which two fits were made. In the first the same parameter values were
used as for the IIa diamonds except for setting the charge converted fiaction to I since al1
the monovacancies are negatively charged: this resulted in the dashed curve and fits the

data poorly, but a much better fit was possible with parameter values as listed in the 3d
row of Table 9. The p values are now 10 times higher, E , is 5 times higher but q , is
essentially the sarne. We explain these changes by the z 10 times higher negative
monovacancy concentration creating overlapping trapping potenbals. This is mimicked in
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the model by the increase in the p

values and E B , while q m , as expected, is

concentration independent.
Puska et al. [79] also addressed the most important issue of how a positron might
rid itself of its bïnding energy when becoming trapped. In this context it is important to
distinguish between the Rydberg state and the deep vacancy state. In the

k
t
,single

phonon rnediated trapping is most likeIy to occur, whereas deep state trapping into the
vacancy requires a different mechanism due to the much larger amount of dissipated
energy. The positron binding energy was calculated in the case of the monovacancy in Si
to be between 0.4 and 1.O eV depending on models [56,80] and an experimental value of
0.3 eV was found in GaAs [81]. These values are smaller than the band gaps which rules

out electron excitation across the band gap as an energy dissipating mechanism. Puska et
al. [79] also considered, in analogy with electron capture mechanisms, the possibility that

defect states within the band gap could be a viable means of energy dissipation for
positrons but here, too, energy consideration applies. It might be satisfied in the case of

narrow band gap semiconductors (5 I eV), but for wider band gap materials such as
diarnond, SiO. and alkali-halides, the chance existence of suitable band Sap states
becomes increasingly improbable, yet trapping by vacancies does occur in al1 of the
above mentioned materials [60,82,83]. There is, therefore, a need for a more general
energy-dissipating mechanism for which we can mention two. The fint is based on the
spur model, i.e. that energetic positrons during slow-down produce fiee carriers and it is
those that are available for energy dissipation during the trapping of a positron [83]. This
mode1 removes the above mentioned energy problem, but carries with it the other

problem of sufficient carnier concentration to make possible an effective (Auger) process,

aileviation of which may, how ever, be acwmplished by electron-positron attraction.
The second model, involving only phonons, is one in which multiple phonons are
emitted during the trapping process. This rnodel was originally advocated by Henry and

Lang [ 8 5 ] to explain eiectron capture (see [86] for an eloquent review of energy loss

mechanisms). This process is capable of dissipating several tenths of an eV and the rate
of energy dissipation is comparable to positron annihilation rates. However, this model
predicts a Boltzmann-like temperature dependency of the trapping cross section, and such
has not generally been observed in positron experiments. This might be seen as a serious

problem, but it should be noted that in the exp(- Ehe
section expression it is not the

/ RJ*) term in the trapping cross

sample temperature, T, that centers but rather an

"effective" temperature [W]. In the case of GaAs for the real temperature range of 20
K S T S 300 K the effective temperature range is fkom 2 10 K to 162 K (using a phonon
energy of 35 meV), whereas for diamond T' is essentially constant at 900 K for 20 K S

T

< 300 K (using 150 meV). Lack of an exponential T dependency can therefore not be

construcd to indicate the multiphonon process not being applicable. If the above
discussed models indeed are operative in the case of positrons trapping, one may expect
that specific trapping rates are materiai dependent.

5.2.4. Conclusion

We have examined the trapping of positrons by negatively charges vacancies

based on a simplified model. Importantly, the scheme for trapping of positrons, as

proposed by Puska et al. [79], has the inherent capability of predicting an increase as well
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as a decrease in the temperature dependent fiaction of positrons annihilating at vacancies

depending on their concentration.
behavior is the ratio r , / q ,

The essential parameter detennining this diverse

, and questions the necessity for the shallow tmps oflen

invoked to explain a decrease in SIS, at low temperatures. We have also discussed
rnechanisrns for dissipation of the positron binding energy that may be of a more general
nature than those considereà so far, highlighting in particular the feasibility of the rnultiphonon process.
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5.3- Determination of the O/- electronic level of the monovacancy in diamond by
means of positron annihilation.

5.3.1. Introduction

Positron annihilation in conjunction with illumination provides a unique
opportunity for investigating charge states of vacancies in semiconductors or insulators.
Early investigations demonstrated this in the case of converting neutrai cblorine

vacancies to negatively charged in KCL [87,88] and results f3om more recent w o r b
189-911 on GaAs and Si, using monochromatic light, are very promising for this

particular avenue of positron annihilation experiments.
The strength of the method rests on the facts that positrons provide a vacancy-

specific response and that the intensity of the response depends on the charge-state of the
vacancies: If, for exarnple, vacancies are neutral without illumination and tum positive
upon illumination, theù positron response will disappear because of the repulsion with
the positively charged positron, whereas an illumination-induced negative charge of the

vacancy will enhance the positron response. The capability of simultaneously identibng

the vacancy-type defect that changes charge as well as the sign of the charge are features
that neither photoconductivity, deep level transient spectroscopy, nor illuminationinduced electron paramagnetic resonance posses. A restriction of the method is that hi&resistivity samples are necessary to prevent fiee carriers fiom rapidly "nullifying" the

photon introduced charging, a condition that was met in the works mentioned above
[87-911. Monochromatic light allows in pnnciple for the detemiination of energy levels
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for vacancy-like defects in the band gap without restrictions to their depth within the

band gap or to sample temperature. in this work we have exploited these features to
establish the O/- electronic level of the monovacancy in diamond.

5.3.2. Experimental
Two IIa natural diamonds were irradiated at 8 OC by 2.5 MeV electrons to a dose
of 1 . 3 1~oise- / cm2. illumination was done with a 1/8 m Oriel monochrometer and a 100
W halogen larnp. in order to ensure a large photon flux (which in retrospect was not

necessary) a fairly wide slit was used giving a band width of -20 m. The photon flux
was monitored by a thermopile detector and photon fluxes entering into the samples are

quoted with due consideration to the transmittance of the CdF2 window in the cryostat
and to the reflectivity of the diamonds, but are uncertain to within -20% as far as

absolute values are concerned.
Positron lifetime spectra were accumulated in tirne intervais of 3.3 h and repeated
6-8 times to allow for the detection of possible time effects arising fiom the accumulated

+

photon dose over 24 h. At the level of photon flux (9 2) x 1~ ' ~ c r n - * sno
- ' time effects
were obsenred so the individual Iifetime spectra were bimed to produce two spectra, each
with 8 x 10%unts,

to improve on the andysis which was done using RESOLUTION

[ 3 O ] . The prompt full width at half maximum of the lifetime spectrometer was 200-205

ps. the positron source strength was 16 pCi (0.6 MBq) and the source contribution to the
lifetime spectra was a component with 1.5% intensity and a lifetime of 250 ps, a
correction that maîtered litîle. The positrons probe a total volume of 0.2 mm3 in the two
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samples on each side of the positron source which is much less than the volumes probed

by opticai and EPR measuements.

Doppler broadened spectra were also accumulateci in 3.3 h intervals giving
2 x Io6 counts per spectrum in the annihilation peak, and again no tirne effects were
obsenred. The energy resolution was 1.2 KeV and analyses were done in t m s of the S
parameter which provides a measure o f the fkaction of positrons trapped at vacancies (see

section 5.1) optical absorption spectra were measured at 80 K in the wavelength range of
200 to 1200 nrn.

5.3.3. Results and discussion
In Fig.5.15 Doppler results are shown as a function of photon enerw using a

constant photon flux o f (9 t 2) x 1 ~ ' ~ c r n - ~
entering
s - ' into the samples.
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Figure 5.15. Doppler data obtained at 25 K with the samples in the dark and
when illurninated with a photon flux of 9 x l ~ ' ~ c m - ' s - for
' photon energies
between 2-35 and 3.3 eV.
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The measured S parameter is normalized to S,

= 0.380,a value estimated to be close to

the bulk value of S in defect-fiee diamond (see section 5.1 ). A significant increase in
US,,,

is observed peaking at 2.8 eV whereas at 2.4 or 3.3 eV there is little effect

compared to the dark value.

Lifetime data are in Table 1O.

Table 10. Lifetime results for different illumination conditions. The photon flux was
the same as for the Doppler data shown in Fig.S.15 (9 x 10" crn-'s-' ) and the sample
temperature was 30 K.

--

Condition

Dark
Photon energy
/IV=Z30 eV
/zv=3.61 eV
hv =2.76 eV
/IV =2.83 eV
/IV=3.90 eV
hv =3.05 eV
/ZV=3.2 1 eV

T3

4

(If 10 ps)

(%)
7 t 0.5

+

8 0.4
Insolvable
InsolvabIe
insolvable
Insolvable
Insolvable

I l f 1
IO+ 1
11k1
9+ 1

8tl

5O+ 5

In the dark condition three lifetimes couid be resolved, r, , r2 and r3 with associated
intensities

1, , 1 , and 1, , respective1y. These li fetimes originate according to (section

5.1) from positrons residing in the bulk (s,), in the irradiation-produced neutral

monovacancies ( T )~, and in highly disordered regions (r, ) . Upon illumination the

7,

component could not be resolved, except for the two photon energies at 2.40 and 3.2 1 eV,
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due to the increase in the fraction of positrons trapped by the monovacancies as reflected

also by the increase in the S parameter (Fig.5. lS), i.e. the response fiom vacancies has

become saturated in the lifetime spectra We amibe this to the conversion of some of the
neutral vacancies into negative vacancies whereupon there is little, if any, change in the
value for T2 .
Based on the data shown in Fig 5.15 the fiaction, F, of positrons trapped by

neutral and negatively charged vacancies can be calculated according to

where S,. is the vacancy-specific S parameter for the neutral and charged monovacancy,
which according to (section 5.1) are the same ( S,. !S,,

= 1 -079).The maximum value of

0.8 at the photon energy of 2-85eV indicates a significant increase in trapping efficiency
(the upper value for F is one).

PHOTONENERGY (eV)
Figure 5.16. Fraction of positrons trapped as calculated fiom the data in
Fig.5.15 using Eq.(5.3.1).
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The temperature dependence of S / SR,, is shown in Fig.S.17 in both the dark and
illuminated conditions (photon flux and energy are 9 x 10" crn-*s-' and 2.83 eV,
respectively). The significant increase in S/ SR,, at low temperatures is characteristic for
trapping by negatively charged vacancies, whereas the nearly temperature independent
results for the dark condition show that the monovacancies are neutral; this is in
agreement with our optical data and those in [92].

TEMPERATURE (K)

Figure 5.17. Doppler data as a function of temperature for samples in the dark and
when illurninated with a photon energy of 2.83 k O.O7e V at a flux of 9 x IO"
The curve shows a fit using the mode1 described in the text.

.

To gain further insight into the trapping by negatively charged monovacancies the
data for the illuminated diamonds were fitted by a model proposed by Dannefaer and Pu

(section 5.2) and based on the theoretical work by Puska et al. [79]. in this model
positrons c m be trapped directly by vautncies (Y' or Y-), but in the case of V - also via
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a shallow Rydberg-like state fiom which h a 1 trapping by Y - takes place. This enhances

significantly the overall trapping provided the thermally activated detrappuig nom the
Rydberg states is quenched so, qualitatively, this explains the increase in S / S,,

at iow

temperatures as shown in Fig.5.17. in applying the model, adjustments of 6-independent
parameters are necessary, a task that does not bode well for the uniqueness of their
values, but since some of these are only of importance at Iow temperatures while others
are at h i g h temperatures some decoupling of the parameters occurs. Of interest to this
work is the fraction of

VO

tumed Y - by the photons, for which we find a value of

0.1 Ir 0.02. The model also provides for an estimate of the binding energy for the

Rydberg-like states and values of 8-20 meV yield acceptable fits, values that are typical
for shallow positron traps.
Using the parameters fiom the fit s h o w in Fig.S.17 but allowing the converted
fraction to vary, the data in Fig.5.15 can be analyzed to yield the fiaction as a function of
photon energy. Fig.5.18 shows that V - is formed within the photon range of
2.85 t 0.15 eV full width at half maximum (this width includes the uncertainty in the

photon energies of 0.07 eV). We interpret ùiis result to mean that the O/- electronic level
of Y' is situated at 2 . 8 5 I 0 . 1 eV above the valence band edge, Le. very close to the
rniddle of the band gap a position that has long been held probable in diamond research;

here we have provided evidence therefor by means of positron annihilation. Because of
the mid gap position of the O/- level photons can both excite (valence) electrons to create
Y - as well as remove an electron fiom Y - by exciting it into the conduction band, so the

peaked structure results fiom the photon energy dependencies of these competing
processes (we will retum to the dynamics of V - formation later).
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Figure 5.18. Fraction of neutral vacancies converted negative as a h c t i o n of
photon energy. The sample temperature was 25 K.

In agreement with the present photon-excitation results, Baldwin [93] found that

photons with an energy above 2.8 eV gave rise to a new electron paramagnetic resonance.
which accorduig to the later work by Isoya et ai. [94] arises fiom V - (Baldwin

misinterpreted his result to arise fiom V + ).
We also attempted to v e r i h but unsuccessfully, the charging of Y' by optical

absorption measurernents at 80 K. Y' gives nse to a dominant zero-photon line at 1.67
eV and Y - to one at 3.15 eV [92]. One of the samples was illuminated as in the positron

measurements with 2.83 eV photons for one hour at 80 K in an optical cryostat afier

which the cryostat was placed in the spectrophotometer, this introduced a "dark" period

of a few minutes and the opticai absorption at the above mentioned line energies did not
difTer (to within 3%) fiom those obtained without 2.83 eV illumination. These optical
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measurements are thus inconclusive as far as dernonstrating conversion between the two
charged States at 80 K. Light-on, light-off experiments were aiso done in connection with
the data shown in Fig. 5.17 for sample temperatures of 25 K, 100 K and 300 K. Cycling
at each of the temperatures showed that within

-% h of the duration of each

measurement (3.3 h) the S parameter reached the light-on and the light-off levels
dispiayed in Fig. 5.17.
So the optical and the positron expenments show a rapid relaxation of V - to

VO

and this is in sharp contrat to Baldwin's 1931 observation that charging persisted for

several days in the dark. The fast relaxation in the optical absorption experiments may
well a i s e fiom the very act of doing so, and for the positron experiments, although

performed in the dark, the ionizing effects from energetic positron and y rays could
increase the relaxation rate.
The above described positron experiments were done using a constant photon

flux. It is of interest also to investigate the flux dependency of the converted fiaction
since that mi& give insight in the dynamics of V - formation. A constant photon energy

of 2.83 t 0.07 eV was used in these experiments for two sample temperatures? 25 K and
293 K, and only Doppler measurement. were made due to the problem of saturation of

the lifetime spectra Figure 5.19 shows the flux dependency of S / S , ,

and based on

these data the converted fiaction of neutral vacancies can be obtained in the sarne way as
descnbed above for their photon energy dependency, with results as shown in Fie. 5-20.
To explain these data we apply a simple mode1 in which it is assumed that V* is
converted to Y - by a rate r, = C,

+

, where C, is the optical cross section (at

2.83 0.07 eV) and @ is the photon flux. Since the O/-level is essentially at mid-gap, a
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Figure 5.19. Doppler data as a fiinction photon flux for hua sarnple temperatures.
The photon energy was 2.83 t 0.07 eV.

Figure 5-20. Fraction of neutral vacancies converteci negative as calculateci from the
data in Fig.5.19 sarnple temperatures.
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photon-induced back reaction via r2= C , -ais also invoked, i.e. an electron can be
removed from V - by excitation to the conduction band by the same photon energy.

Finally, a photon flux-independent rate y is introduced to take into account the r e m of
V - to Y' in the dark. This model gives the differential equation for the concentration of
p--

which together with conservation of vacancy concentration [

steady state (within the time fkame of

]

i-

[ v0] = [ v01,

and

h) gives

where the converted fiaction is that shown by the left hand side of Eq45.3.3). For the data

obtained at 293 K (Fig.20). Eq. (5.3.3) descnbes well the flux dependency for values of

Cl/(Cl + C,) = 0.1 and y/(cI

+

) = 0.5 x 1o

' cm-'s-l
~
. The first number (O. 1) indicates

that the optical cross section, C, , for removing an electron fiom V - is nearly 10 times

that for charging a neutral vacancy at the photon energy of 2.83 eV. As to the second
nurnber a realistic evaluation is not possible because the relaxation rate cannot be
evaluation fkom the present data due to the 3.3 h duration of data accumulation.
At 25 K the converted fraction increases significantly slower with flux than at 293
K and a good fit to the data using the above model cannot be obtained. Nevertheless, we
suggest that a reason for the defacto smaller wnverted fraction arises kom an increase in
the recombination rate of holes with V
'

ternperatures.

due to more efficient codomb attraction at low
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53.4. Conclusion

Photons are capable of converting neutral monovacancies in IIa diamonds into
negatively charged vacancies with maximum efficiency at 2.85 eV,indicating that its O/electronic level is situated at 2 8 5 2 0 . 1 0 eV above the valance band. Photon flux

dependencies on the charging of neutral monovacancies at 25 K and at 293 K suggests
that the efficiency of creating V - at 25 K is significantly less than at 293 K. an

observation attributable to coulomb attraction between holes and V - .
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